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Squinting at a Prismatic Sun: H.D.'s Art Age
H.D., unlike her contemporaries and companions such as Ezra Pound and

William Carlos Williams, wrote very little either about others' art or the theory of
her own. Her energy was intensely focused on the poetic work itself. Occasionally,
however, she was drawn to articulate interests congruent with the poetry and
novels.

From 1927 to 1929 she wrote a great deal about film. During that time she was
deeply involved in producing films with Kenneth McPherson andBryher, as well
as working on Close-Up, the first magazine dedicated solely to the discussion of
film as a serious medium. "The Mask and the Movietone" is the third in a series
of three articles entitled "The Cinema and the Classics," Close-Up 1 (Nov. 1927):
18-31.

Later, back in London, she was involved with the group that produced Life and
Letters Today, many of whom had also been involved with Close-Up. In addition
to the great work from the war years which was first published here, she also wrote
several reviews using the pseudonym Sylvania Penn, two of which are republished
here for the first time (see "BOOKS &..."). "Come Back" is from "Vincent Van
Gogh," Life and Letters Today 17.10 (Winter 1937): 138-141. "Autochthon" is
from "I Sing Democracy," Life and Letters Today 17.9 (Autumn 1937): 154-159.

All three pieces have been condensed by the editor. —mb

The Mask and the Movietone
H.D.

jigsaw puzzle to tax our little minds to
breaking? Don't we really want what

he problem arises (it has been
dogging us for some time) is
the good old-fashioned con-
ventionalised cinema product
a more vivid, a more vital,

altogether in many ways a fnore inspir-
ing production than his suave and some-
times oversubtelised offspring? Our
hero with sombrero, our heroine with
exactly set coiffure, each in himself, in
herself a mask of himself or herself, one
with sleek dutch-doll painted in black
cap of piquante elf like mahogany
coloured hair, another with radiant curls,
so many dolls, are treasures—boy dolls
in sombreros-are they to be discarded,
are we going to be asked to discard them
for another set of boxes, containing such
intricate machinery, such suave sophis-
tication of life that we wonder if we
really want them? Do we want little
ivory balls for instance, pretty as they
are, fitting into ivory balls, and all the
intricate paraphernalia of meccano or

we know, what
we see, what
intellectually
we can aptly
"play" with?
Don't we? Or
do we? I mean
do we really
want to give up
c u r l s a n d
p a i n t e d - i n
d u t c h - d o l l
fringes, and
b e a u t i f u l l y
outlined eyes
and eyelashes
a n d d o l l -
stuffed bodies
(doing for in-
stance trapeze
turns just like real circus people) for
something perhaps "better"? Do we
really want to discard our little stage sets
and all the appliances that we have grown

so used to for something more like "real"
life? Well, do we or don't we? Please
answer me. I am at my wit's end. Do we
or don't we want to scrap our old dolls?
The problem reasserted itself with re-
newed force at a New Gallery demon-
stration of the Movietone.

Here we have our little people. Here
comes our heroine. Truly it is not the
heroine exactly of our most, most vapid
romances, of our most, most old box of
dolls and paper-dolls but it is the sort of
toy that we are used to, a doll, a better,
doll, a more highly specialised evolved
creation but for all that a doll (Raquel
Meller) steps forward. It bows, it smiles,
it is guaranteed to perform tricks that
will shame our nursery favorites but do
we want it?

The doll in question, a Spanish doll
this time, done up in Castillian embroi-
dery, not over exaggerated with suitable
decor of operatic street scene and so on,
steps out smiles pathetically, tragically,
or with requisite pathos, familiar ges-

t u r e s b u t
somehow sen-
sitized, really
our old bag of
tricks. And
then wonder
of wonders,
the doll actu-
ally lifts its
e y e s , i t
breathes, it
s p e a k s - - i t
speaks. This
is no mechani-
cal voice off,
it is the vision
i t s e l f , the
screen image
actually sing-
ing with accu-

racy and acumen, with clear voice and
beautiful intonation, singing and mov-
ing, moving and singing, voice accu-

(Cont. on p. 4)

"We depended on light, on
some sub-strata of warmth,

some pulse or vibration,
music on another plane too,

also far enough removed
from our real artistic

consciousness to be treated
as 'dope' rather than

accepted in any way as
spiritual or intellectual

stimulus."
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H.D. and the Poetics of Revelation
Lisa Jarnot

There is a measure to be found in the
poetry of H.D., beyond the outlying ar-
rangements of form, in an attention to
the mysteries revealed via her sketches
in language. In her origins as a poet
there had been the precepts of Imagism
set in 1912 in the company of Ezra
Pound and Richard Aldington in which ;
it seemed that all was held together by a
magic in the art. As Robert Duncan saw
it in The HD. Book, "the new poetry
was not to be a commodity, a thing of
literature or culture, but an instrument
in the process of spirit" (Book I, Chpt. I,
p. 16).

For H.D., "Spirit announces the Pres-
ence" (CP 510) and what marks a mani-
festation of this mystery is noted early in
the Trilogy:

The Presence was spectrum-blue,
ultimate blue ray,

rare as radium, as healing.
(CP 520)

H.D.'s poetry is an exercise toward
and a "spelling" of such appearances.
There is a recovery of the unspeakable
and a conjuring of the names hidden in
the palimpsests of religions and history.
Because the old writing has been cov-
ered by the new, H.D. makes the reader
aware of the writing beneath, of the
ground of affinities that has dropped
away from collective knowledge.

It is within the Trilogy that associa-
tions are searched out. Where it is clear
that that which is within the church
differs from that which is outside of it,
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H.D. reveals the earlier forms. The
Lady is Mary in one time; she is Isis and
Lilith in another, or the Lady of the
Troubadours, or the Queen of the Celts.
She is as Robert Creeley finds her in
"The Door," "indefinable,"

She will be the door in the wall
to the garden in sunlight.
I will go on talking forever.

(CP 200)

Here the garden echoes the field of
Robert Duncan's poetics and the infor-
mation of "Often I Am Permitted to
Return to a Meadow" where:

She it is Queen Under The Hill
whose hosts are a disturbance of words

[within words
that is a field folded.

(OF1)

These associations in poetry are not
unlike what H.D. found fascinating in
Freud's understanding of a universal set
of dream images. In Tribute to Freud
she pays particular attention to the idea
that via the dream we "would forgo
barriers of time and space, and man,
understanding man, would save man-
kind" (p. 71). Likewise, the field,
meadow, and garden make up a ground
for a community of poets. What ties the
community together for H.D. leads back
to that initial appearance of Presence
and so she recalls:
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but I was surrounded by companions
in this mystery)...

we know each other
by secret symbols...

we nameless initiates,
born of one mother,

companions
of the flame.

(CP 521)

It is a passage that extends back to
H.D.'s childhood in the Moravian
Church and Count Zinzendorfs love of
secret societies. The initiates of the
Moravian Brotherhood in exile during
the 1700s recognized each other in pass-
ing, in an exchange of glances. In the
same respect the poetry is to be of a
religious intensity. Later in the Trilogy
she again alludes to these affinities:

When the Lady knocked;

I was talking casually
with friends in the other room...

I wonder what brought her?
another of us said,

have we some power between us.
we three together.

(CP 562)

Complementing these occult preoccu-
pations is an attention to something-
that-will-be, and the revelation of orders
in the poem become models for a larger
revelation in tune. H.D. includes her
sense of the separation of "sheep from
goats" so-called, through this participa-
tion in orders of the mystery, and she
warns "one can't hurl such findings/in

"What will you risk? And
where is your intent.?"

—Ismene to Antigone
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the face of a stranger" (HD, Part II, XV).
There is a clear differentiation between
those who know, the we, and those who
don't know, the they, standing apart,
oblivious. The we, H.D. says, are thought
to be "not only 'non-utilitarian', but
'pathetic'" (CP 517). In response H.D.
writes: "do you wonder we are proud,/
aloof/indifferent to your good and evil?"
(CP 520). The Trilogy in its entirety
comes to be an ordering of the politics of
we/you/they. So too in Hermetic Defi-
nitions there is a participation of the
other initiate whom H.D. searches out:

What would I find there?
religion or magic—both? neither?
one or the other? together, matched,

mated, exactly the same,
equal in power, together yet separate,
your eyes' amber.

(HD PartI,II)

These are the jokers and the thieves of
Bob Dylan's "All Along the Watch-
tower." Even H.D. says "the first to
receive the promise was a thief..." (CP
586). For Dylan it is a knowledge that
"You and I, we've been through that,
and this is not our fate, so let us not talk
falsely now, the hour is getting late."
The you and I form our fate, versus the
"businessmen" and "plowmen," the
warmongers and bearers of the sword of
H.D. 's Trilogy. Dylan though will leave
us on the edge of secret, on the edge of
our fate, that "two riders were approach-
ing, the wind began to howl."

The we is shown further not to be
subject to the boundaries of time. It is
made up of a larger group, an order
outside of time's measure. Robert
Duncan, in \hsH.D. Book, speaks of the
we/ours/us as a "communal conscious-
ness in which the T has entered into the
company of imagined like minds...in
which we may find kindred thought and
feeling, an insistence, in Plutarch or
Dante, Plato or D.H. Lawrence" (Book
I, Chapter 6). From here Pound's "All
ages are contemporaneous" and Blake's
"The authors are in eternity" ring true..
H.D.'s attention to this appears in Her-
metic Definitions as she tells the other
initiate: "but quite simply we find the
source^you were in those who went

Diane di Prima
THE LAND OF CHADJER

what veil
of light
or lace
what face
pale fertile

what
hand

over the eyes
& the gold
veil

of promise
like the veils
of flesh

we draw aside
rich, bloody
there is no
final essence, not
bone marrow, look
it is not

there
there is no

final hollow
cave or pit

the center
is full

what veil
is this lacy
flesh filling
the angles of darkness
palpable

presence
we draw aside
looking

within
the essence
is only
again
that lacey
substance

before/with those who come after" (HD,
Part I, XII).

For the Moravians each individual is a
seed in the Church and is useful out of an
individual awakening. Similarly, in
Kabalistic tradition, a community of
"we" exists in "the 600,000 primordial
souls present in every generation of Is-
rael." Each soul is a keeper of a letter of
the Torah which makes a specific reve-
lation to the individual, and its meaning
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is "reserved specifically for him and no
one else" (K2S), Equally important are
Christ's words to St. John in the gnostic
gospel: "If you have not entered the
dance then you misunderstand the event"
(TL 58). But Christ also says, "And
when thou seest what I do, keep my
mysteries silent." These affinities,
though, between those who H.D. calls
"bearers of the secret wisdom," point to
a specific end, to Dylan's vision of two
riders approaching. H.D. moves further
to say:

It is no madness to say
you will fall, you great cities...

doom, doom to city-gates,
to rulers, to kingdoms.

(CP 584)

The particular violence to the world as
H.D. begins the Trilogy later becomes
an intimation of prophecy, that within
the war,

in the rain of incendiary...

there was a Voice louder,

though its speech was lower
than a whisper.

(CP 520)

But Duncan had found it in the first
chapter of The H.D. Book, that "some-
thing is hidden from the poet as well as
from the reader.-.what is felt is that
something must impend."

CP H.D., Collected Poems. (New
York: New Directions, 1986).

CP Robert Creeley, Collected Poems.
(Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1982).

HD H.D., Hermetic Definitions.
(Frontier Press, 1971).

OF Robert Duncan, The Opening of
the Field. (New York: New Directions,
1960).

K Charles Ponce", Kabbalah. (Lon-
don: Quest Books, 1973).

TL Robert Duncan, "The Truth & Life
of Myth," Fictive Certainties. (New
York: New Directions, 1984).

(Cont. on p.4)
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(Cont. from p. 1)
rately registering the slightest change of
expression (Raquel Meller with herf/or
del Mar and La Tarde del Corpus) each
tiny fall and lift of note following raised
eyebrow or curl of lip or dejection of
drooping shoulder. Voice follows face,
face follows voice, face and voice with
all their subtle blending are accurately
and mechanically welded. They are
welded--MteA is the catch. The catch is
that the excellent actress with all her
beauty and her finished acting had a
voice as beautifully finished as her screen
image but it was (wasn't it?) welded to
that image. Her voice and herself mov-
ing with so finished artistry were welded
not (and this seemed some odd
catastrophe) wedded. The projection of
voice and the projection of image were
each in itself perfect and ran together
perfectly as one train on two rails but the
rails somehow though functioning in
perfect mechanical unison, remained a
separate,~separate entities, fulfilling dif-
ferent mechanical requirements. It
seemed to me, astonished as I was at
both (beauty of face and mellow finish

(Cont. from p. 3)

[A brief note on Count Zinzendorfs "love
of Secret Societies:"

Count Zinzendorf was concerned primarily
with two fundamental problems. In the midst of
the eighteenth century he sought to renew the
vision of protestantism, to make apparent what
Henry Corbin calls "spiritual body and celestial
earth." And, in the process of that visionary
renewal, to oppose and heal the damage done by
rampant sectarianism. The "Brotherly Agree-
ment of the Brethern from Bohemia and Mo-
ravia and Others, Binding Them to Walk Ac-
cording to the Apostolic Rule," drafted by Count
Zinzendorf, states: "Herrnhut, and its original
old inhabitants, must remain in a constant bond
of love with all children of God belonging to the
different religious persuasions — they must judge
none, enter into no disputes with any, nor be-
have themselves unseemly toward any, but rather
seek to maintain among themselves the pure
evangelical doctrine, simplicity, and grace." He
further proposed that like-minded spirituals from
all denominations, rather than leaving their
churches, form "churches within the churches"
so that every church would have within it a core
of spiritual visionaries, an esoteric center, bind-
ing them all together in one united, invisible
Church. —mb]

of song) that each in some diabolic
fashion was bringing out, was under-
stressing mechanical and artificial traits
in the other. Each alone would have left
us to our dreams. The two together
proved too much. The screen image, a
mask, a sort of doll or marionette was
somehow mechanized
and robbed of the thing
behind the thing that
has grown to matter so
much to the picture
adept. A doll, or sort
of mask or marionette
about which one could
drape one's devotions,
intellectually, almost
visibly like the ardent
Catholic with his im-
age of madonna, be-
came a sort of robot.
Our old doll became
replaced by a wonder-doll, singing, with
musical insides, with strings that one
may pull, with excellent wired joints.
But can we whisper our devotion to this
creature? Are we all beings of infinite
and pitiful sentiment? I didn't really like
my old screen image to be improved (I
might almost say imposed) on. I didn't
like my ghost-love to become so vi-
brantly incarnate. I didn't like to assert
my intellect to cope with it any more
than I should have liked Topsy (of the
old days) suddenly to emerge with wired-
in legs and arms and with sewed-on bon-
net and really grown-up bead bag dan-
gling (also sewed on) from one wrist.
We want, don't we, our old treasure? Or
do we want a lot of new toys, mechani-
cal and utterly proficient?

0 well, there it is. I know and see
and admire. I do think it is wonderful to
hear and see. "Speaks for Itself reads
the slogan on the folder. But do we want
our toy dog to "speak for itself? Do we
really want our rag doll to stand up and
utter? Don't we, like the pre-fifth peoples
of Attica, of Crete, of the Cy clades treas-
ure old superstitions (even the most ad-
vanced of us) and our early fantasies?
Take away our crude upright pillar, take
away our carved symbols of Demeter
and our goat-herd chorus, said pre-fifth
century Athenians and you rob us of our
deity. Haven't we been just a little hurt

and disappointed that our dolls have
grown so perfect?

Well, that is for you to say and you
to say and you to say. We each have an
idea and a sentiment. We are all senti-
ment when it comes to discarding dolls
for (it seems incredible) robots. Don't

look so nice, and sing so
nicely at the same tune, I
want to scream at Raquel
Meller, for I seem to be
about to be done out of
something. She is doing
evefything. I want to
help to add imagination
to a mask, a half finished
Image, not have every-
thing done for me. I
can't help this show. I
am completely out of it.
This acting, singing,
facial beauty is per-

fected. This screen projection is not a
mask, it is a person, a personality. That
is just it. Here is art, high art, but is it our
own art? Isn't cinema art a matter (or
hasn't it been) of inter-action? We have
grown so used to our conventions, our
intellectual censors have allowed us to
acclaim such silly and sometimes vapid
figures. You may fall in love said our
censor with things so patently outside
the intellectual scope of your realities.
You may fall in love with gilt curls or a
sailor doll or a brainless sombrero im-
age. For these were masks, images of
man, images of women, the feminine,
the masculine, all undistressed, all
tricked up with suitable accoutrements.
Then we sank into light, into darkness,
the cinema palace (we each have our fa-
vorite) became a sort of temple. We de-
pended on light, on some sub-strata of
warmth, some pulse or vibration, music

"intent., a bird,
I ask if this be love."

Charles Olson,
"She, Thus"
(1945-46)
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on another plane too, also far enough re-
moved from our real artistic conscious-
ness to be treated as "dope" rather than
accepted in any way as spiritual or intel-
lectual stimulus. We moved like moths
in darkness, we were hypnotised by
cross currents and interacting shades of
light and darkness and maybe cigarette
smoke. Our censors, intellectually off
guard, permitted our minds to rest. We
sank into this pulse and warmth and
were recreated. The cinema has become
to us what the church was to our ances-
tors. We sang, so to speak, hymns, we
were redeemed by light literally. We
were almost at one with Delphic or Ele-
usinian candidates, watching sym-
bols of things that matter, accept-
ing yet knowing those symbols <
were divorced utterly from reality.
The mask originally presented life
but so crudely that it became a part
of some super-normal or some sub-
normal layer of consciousness.
Into this layer of self, blurred over
by hypnotic darkness or cross-
beams of light, emotion and idea
entered fresh as from the primitive
beginning. Images, our dolls, our
masks, our gods, Love and Hate
and Man and Woman. All these
attributes had their more or less
crude, easily recognised individual com-
plements. Man and Man and Man.
Woman and more and more and more
Woman. Bits of chiffon became radi-
antly significant, tiny simple and utterly
trivial attributes meant so much. Or
didn't they? I mean that is what the
moving pictures have done to us some-
times. We are like pre-fifth Athenians
waiting for our Aeschylus, our So-
phocles, our Euripides. We are being
told that the old gods won't do and we
know they won't do really. We must
have refinement and perfection and more
intricate machinery. Now I know that
this is quite right. I do know. I know and
utterly appreciate for instance the im-
mense possibilities of the Movietone in
certain circumstances. If it were used
properly there would be no more misun-
derstandings for instance (or there
shouldn't be) of nations. I mean that
five minutes of what I call "bottled"
America should do more for the average
intelligent English mind than ten weeks

on that continent....Nations should
understand (but they won't with the best
of intentions) nations. It would make
life so simple really if we really wanted
really, really to understand anybody.
Where would be our speeches and our
receptions and our conferences and our
gatherings? Half of life would be out of
an occupation. If we could not sit up
nights hating Englishmen or Frenchmen
or Italians or Spaniards or Americans
(or Americans) where, where would all
our energy and our spirit flow to? I mean
where would we get to? We would be,
like pre-Periclean Athenians, I fear,
really ready for an Art Age.

"Is our temple, our inner place
of refuge, to be crowded out

with gods like men, not masks,
not images, that are so

disguised, so conventionalized
that they hold in some odd way

possibility of some divine
animation?"

Art, art, ahrt and arrrt and Ahrt age.
Yes, we would be ready for an art age.
Turn on a thousand times and go on turn-
ing bits of "bottled" Germany, and
"bottled" America, kings and presidents
and the reception by varied peoples of
varied kings and generals and senators
and presidents and we will understand
each other. Nations are in turns of
wrists, in intonations of voices and that
is where the Movietone can do elaborate
and intimate propaganda. Peace and
love and understanding and education
could be immensely aided by it. The
Movietone outside the realm of pure
sentiment, treated from a practical view-
point is excellent in all particulars. Oh,
how we could understand if only we
wanted to understand, each other....

Understanding was the deity of
Athens, Mind and Peace and Power and
Understanding. Know thyself (we all
know) says the deity of Delphi, who is
Beauty and Inner Understanding (which
is mantic) and more Beauty and Art in

the abstract that we all hope for. This
new invention seems an instrument of
dual god-head. A miracle is literally un-
rolled before our eyes. We are too apt to
take divinity for granted. Understand-
ing, Athene with her olive wreath, an-
other sort of understanding, Helios with
his justice and his power of divination,
are both eager for new neophytes. Here
is an instrument of twin divinity. Tone
and vision, sight and sound, eyes and
ears, the gate ways to the mind are all ap-
pealed to. We are visionaries, we may
become prophets. We are adepts, mov-
ing at will over foreign lands and waters,
nothing is hidden from us. Apply the

Movietone to questions of educa-
tion and international politics and
you will do away with revolutions.
Well, there it all is in a nut-shell,
"bottled." But are we ready for so
suave simplification? Some of us
will grow in outer and in inner
vision with the help of this inven-
tion. Others will be left cold as
they would be left inert before
another Mons or Marathon. Yet it
stands to reason that a new world
is open, a new world of political
understanding, of educational re-
form, or art (in its pure sense)
even. Art, I repeat unparentheti-

cally, may in its pure essence be wedded
not merely wdded to art....

There it is. We stand by our own
gods, like or dislike, there is no possible
strict standardization to be arrived at.
We cannot weigh and measure our af-
fections, we cannot count and label our
wavering emotions. I like this, you like
that, X or Y or Z like something differ-
ent. Personally, though I admit the bril-
liance of this performance, I was not to-
tally won over by it. I think for a long
time we have perhaps unconsciously,
accepted, as I said earlier, the cinema
palace as a sort of temple. So I say yes
to anything having to do with reality and
with national affairs and with education
then the Movietone is perfect. The outer
vision, yes, should be projected, the
outer sound, yes, should be amplified
and made accessible. Everyone should
have access to great music as easily as to
books in libraries. This Movietone
places people and things, catalogues

(Cont. next page)
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MORNING Ed Sanders
I had an opening

it lasted an hour
for art to enter--

the white rush of
the creek in back

the catbird
the baby blue jay

still begging for food
though bigger than

mom & dad~

for art to flow
from my pen.

Then chaos
then "fasten your seat belts"

& all the miniature Porlockry
down the road

& through the wires
and into the skull.

Donald
Guravich

She was
pedaling
down the mountain

Hundreds of
catalpa flowers

lay strewn
on the lawn

like the bugles
of infinity

The laughter
by the net

the whistle
of the shuttlecock

and the rush
of the player's feet

among the petals
were a song

to my ears
from the fallen bugles

holding a basket
of wild flowers

against the
handlebars

(Cont. from p. 5)
them. It is excellent as a recorder, as a
corrective of technical flaws, or as a
means of indefinitely protracting artis-
tic perfection. Art under this magnas-
cope can be dissected and analysed. As
an instrument of criticism, yes, as an
instrument of international understand-
ing, yes and yes and yes. As a purveyor
of ideas and even ideals, yes. But some-
how no. There is a great no somewhere.
The movietone has to do with the things
outside the sacred precincts. There is
something inside that the Movietone
would eventually I think, destroy ut-
terly, for many of us. That
is the whole point really of
the matter. Is our temple,
our inner place of refuge, to
be crowded out with gods
like men, not masks, not
images, that are so dis-
guised, so conventionalized
that they hold in some odd
way possibility of some
divine animation? If I see
art projected too perfectly

(as by Raquel Meller) don't I feel rather
cheated of the possibility of something
more divine behind the outer symbol of
the something shown there? The mask
in other words seems about to be ripped
off showing us human features, the doll
is about to step forward as a mere ex-
ample of mechanical inventiveness. We
cannot worship sheer mechanical per-
fection but we can love and in a way
worship a thing (like Topsy with her rag
arms) that is a symbol of something that
might be something greater.

We feel fearful that our world may
be taken from us, that half-world of

"That men and women breed by kiss and glance
no dance

outside the modes and figures of that trance,
the full intent."

Charles Olson, "Troilus" (1948)

lights and music and blurred perception
into which, as I said earlier the being
floats as a moth into summer darkness.
Like a moth really we are paralysed
before too much reality, too much glam-
our, too many cross currents of potenti-
alities. There is too much really for the
soul to cope with and all these out-
reaching odd soul-feelers that you and I
and Tom Jones and the shop girl and the
barber and the knife boy have some-
times felt threatened with odd maladies.
We want healing in blur of half tones
and hypnotic vibrant darkness. Too me-
chanical perfection would serve only I

fear, to threaten that world
of half light. We hesitate
to relinquish our old ide-
als and treasures, fearing
we may lose our touch
with mystery by accept-
ing the new (this sort of
Euripidean sophistica-
tion) in place of the old
goat-herd and his ribald
painted chorus.
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A Time Before Sorrow
JFMMTE CANFIELD GHIIAM

I always wondered where we came from - me and Joann and
Mother and Daddy? "Are we Irish?" I'd ask when I grew up.
Are we English?

No one would ever answer me. When my first grown-up
friend, the Reverend E.W. Black, our Wesleyan pastor, died,
I heard the words, "Ashes to ashes, dust to dust" at his grave
and I decided we had come out of the dirt.

My daddy and my mother must have come full grown from
the flowing broomsage next to the little house. Their impor-
tance to me would not allow them to have ever been small. My
first memory of myself was standing hi front of Mother's three
mirror dresser in her bedroom. Though I did not yet know how
to walk, I would stand for hours at the shelf at the bottom of
the long middle mirror holding onto the shelf that connected
the three drawers on either side of my mother's dresser; above
each set of drawers were mirrors which folded inward like
wings. I would pull myself up from crawling to look at the
child in the mirror. Not yet a year old, I would say my handful
of words at myself, turn my back to me, and take my first steps.
I followed this ritual until my legs no longer needed me to talk
to myself into letting go. I figured I was born nine months old,
that mother's mirror dresser was my womb.

My big baby doll, almost as big as I, - the one Aunt Vi gave
me when Paw Paw Gilliam died - was the only "baby" I'd been
around so when Joann was born when I was four I heard
someone say she came out of an egg. Since she weighted over
eight pounds I pictured something like Humpty Dumpty.
That was before Aunt Evelyn dropped her and she didn't
break.

When I was a child I felt like my magic slate with its liftable
sheet of cellophane; everyone left their words on me. But a

day outside at the trunk of the old, oak tree playing with June
bugs and acorns, ants and butterflies, lightening bugs and
crickets, swept my mind clear.

The Bible verse I memorized at Sunday school from the
book of Genesis said, "In the beginning was the word," but I
knew at the heart of my childhood lay a time before sorrow,
in a land without words.

I could show you this place in a Kodak box camera snapshot,
crinkled from squeezing it in my hand when I was a two year
old and carried it around with me all day and slept with it at
night. In the picture my mother and my daddy are standing on
a rock wall. Their faces are turned to each other, their heads
high above an invisible horizon against a white sky. When I
grew up I would learn the picture was taken a mile high up at
Clingman's Dome in the Smokies. In the picture, they are
kissing each other on the mouth. "That's when I was born,"
thought the three year old. I am a daughter of "the land of the
sky."

The place where I was born in the Carolina hills smelled of
hemlock, white pine, and cedar. The spring pink and white of
the dogwood and its red berries in the fall taught me seasons.
What a girl was came clear in the throat of a purple/bhie iris.
Before I was afraid of the woods, the twin tulip popular was
my favorite. I learned passion from mountain lightning's
forked tongues. Thunder and woodpeckers taught me rhythm.
Sunset and dawn were brother and sister, like tone and like
nuance. Cardinals, bluebirds, and crows taught me song
while mockingbirds mimicked me.

The earth was my poem, my body, my home, woven of clay,
flint, breath, voice, and word.

John Temple

CHILDREN

Will make a game of shackles
a young girl playing w./
a rubber ball on
the end of a length of
yellow twine tied
around her ankle. This road curves up to the

top
of the world. This
torque (all
this talk so many years
after. The sun
is still an eye
in the sky. Donne's
light is still in the hedge row.

December 1966

Hannah Creeley

Charles Whittacre
AT ONE WITH THE FAIR

Where did you go? I

ask, holding, hands witifyou

is like walking a balloon!

David Levi Strauss
FOR GRACE

The mourning's over
as the evening begins-

a likeness of mind
at the edge of a clearing.

Her name's as far as any of us
could reach-

believing limitations
definitive.

(Early instruction against limitations--
in what moves Love's creatures.)

They say these "damaged" ones
are closer to God.
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BOOKS & ...
Come Back
H.D.

Dear Theo, An Autobiography of Vincent van
Gogh, from His Letters, ed. Irving Stone.
Constable.

I am reminded in reading these letters of
certain phrases from the writing of D.H.
Lawrence; "a farm by the highroad among
cornfields, and a meadow full of yellow
buttercups, a ditch of irises, green leaves, and
purple flowers," might have been done by either.
The book is a fascinating ethical, as well as a
valuable psychological study; as a human
document, it may be read almost as a novel. My
quarrel comes when I turn back to the preface
and read this, "Vincent van Gogh was one of the
world's loneliest souls."

A common mistake. This preface-writer-
editor is however, sadly enough, one only of
many who have taken that superficial, somewhat
patronizing, wholly impertinent attitude to the
artist. Dead, just dead, only just-dead not
quite dead, I have watched this sort of

colour; trumpet flower, coral berry, wax-berry,
gold-frilled petal of the evening primrose, green
where a stem grows silver or where another
green turns moss-green or under-apple-leaf
green; these were things that for him had their
exact counterpart on that miraculous palette.
We have words merely, and he had words, too.
But in addition, he had the exact material under
his hand....

Squinting sometimes through his eyelashes,
as he describes it, he sees the breaking up of the
contour of ordinary dimension. This is the most
dynamically unlonely pastime that can be
imagined. It is the gift of the saint, the seer, the
drug addict if you will. Patmos once witnessed
one such, in the throes of breaking through, out
of time, into eternity. But the eternity of John of
Patmos is, as someone has described it, a
goldsmith's paradise. The seer of Patmos
described peacock feathered animals with
octopus inlay gem-eyes. The much later seer of
the Hague and Aries finds the same dimensional,
demented values in a bowl of brown potatoes. A
Francis or Therese discovers cloud emblems,
fiery wounds, and roses in the prison cell of the
cenobite. Vincent was not unhappy when forced

mane, hieratically inset with proper, figurative
precious stone or beaten metal. Vincent
complains, or explains rather, how thorns actually
have scratched his canvas, sand blows on it, flies
settle. Painting out of doors, hungry, wet, each
canvas has its root in the reality that to him was
only one whit less innately god-like than the
thing he painted. The thing he painted became
humanized, in much the same way as the Master
of the Revelator sanctifies a common coin, a
candlestick, a net full of fresh lake-fish, the net
itself or any field flower. Vincent draws heaven
down to earth, but with no affectation. It is
simply there within him.

He cheated, yes. Hunger is one road toward
those realities. Hunger, then a drain of some
Arlesien brew sent him spinning. To read these
letters, to look at these pictures, is to be fed. He
speaks of "the colour of a good dusty potato,
unpeeled," colour again of "ripe corn," a good
woman, presumed to be a witch, who does
nothing, as far as Vincent can make out, but dig
her potato pit. Witchcraft, the Delphic seer he
mentions, the magic of the tripod, are in these
things.

"Let the artist," writes Vincent simply to his
_ brother, "proceed from the primary colours,

red, blue, yellow, and not from grey." Again,
paternal undertaker grab from the actual «/ have Watched this SOrt of paternal "I do not pretend to say that one can or must
maw of the only just dead a sheaf of , paint light without white, any more than I

- - - - - - - - -' " ' • • - • — • - - - undertaker grab from the actual maW

of the only just dead a sheaf of
letters, a portfolio of unfinished

sketches, an old passport, a pair of
boots, a fountain pen, not yet dead of

its ink. Carrion crows, vultures. I
should be positively afraid to die if
my unpublished papers were worth

snatching."

letters, a portfolio of unfinished sketches,
an old passport, a pair of boots, a fountain
pen, not yet dead of its ink. Carrion crows,
vultures. I should be positively afraid to
die if my unpublished papers were worth
snatching. In fact, people would keep
alive in order to do their own editing. A
quarrel I have with the late aforementioned
D.H. Lawrence. I am old enough, I
presume, to feel that a come-back is
perhaps more valorous than a black-out.
Perhaps I was too much on top of poets
who already, as they crossed the Channel,
had a line of ghouls waiting this side, to
snatch their immortal last fields-forever-
England. This is no personal quarrel. Mr.
Stone has done an excellent piece of work, and
comparatively speaking his "Vincent van Gogh
was one of the world's loneliest souls" is
innocuous.

Just as a remark and the sort of thing to get the
reading public, I repeat this "loneliest soul"
touch is a commonplace, hardly vital enough to
be noted. Yet the accumulation of these public-
mind-forming sentences does, in time, heap up
such a cotton-wool of false padding between the
reality of creative impulse and the, so to speak,
receiving station of the reader or, in the case of
pictures, the spectator. The trouble was, I think,
with Vincent, he was not lonely enough, A spot
of loneliness might have kept him from splitting
in the middle, going mad, as they called it, in the
midst of his most vivid period of creative output.
If he had been comfortably lonely, he might
have gone on painting carefully until he was
eighty. As it was, he painted madly, five pictures
in one week now and again, breaking in to the
world of reality, his reality, Mr Stone's illusion.
The dream....

This man isn't lonely. He is simply drunk
with colours, as lonely, yes exactly, as a bee or
moth on the cup of whatever it happens to be,

into an insane asylum, but writes logically to his
brother, "my illness makes me paint, if I could
only paint, I would be well, yes, lock me up if it
is necessary, but O, it would mean so much to
me to get out into the orchards." Curiously,
there is little or no cry of the martyr in this. His
fields-forever are in his own soul; that, he carries
with him. That soul has become so subtly one
with a porcelain bowl, with one head of late
summer sunflower, with remembered dune and
lake and sand-bank and twisted cypress, that
relatively, even in solitary confinement, he is
not lonely enough. He lacked some stabilizing
quality of loneliness that carries with it steel
ropes. He was roped in by nothing. Like the
Chinese philosophers of the too doctrine, he had
left his shell already behind, "house-builder
thou art seen." His own soul that had worked,
like the shellfish outward, to perfect its housing,
broke through too soon. He saw in simplicity.
What he saw remains for us, a field in rain, a
static cypress whirling within, like a dervish, a
cloud of stars that are miraculously as human as
dandelions. He reversed the process of Patmos.
To John of Patmos, the dandelion, the sun-
flower would have been whorls of a zodiac lion-
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should ever pretend wine must be dry," He
says, "I don't ask comfort...I do ask colours."
One sees with his eyes the blanc sur blanc,
he uses in describing someone else's picture
of a bride. But, for Vincent, the true blanc
sur blanc is to be found in an orchard; his
marriage, like that of the holy hermit, is
consummated in his own mind. So, confined
to the asylum cell, he complains to his alter
ego, this Theo of the letters, of only one
thing. The food is not bad; true, he would
like to be allowed to smoke as some of the
inmates do, he would like a book, yes, he
could do with some Shakespeare. He is not,
he adds, badly off, there is a garden. But he

— has no canvas, these good people cannot
realize that this is the high flaming moment
when he could reach the height of ecstasy,
create, be healed.

The sun-god at Delphi, was, by no trivial
logic, a physician in his own right. So the artist
carries the germ of his own healing. Vincent
wants chiefly the orchard that he remembers
from last spring, his blanc sur blanc, the veils of
fragrant beauty. He loves, would draw to him,
recreate through him, this world of visible beauty.
But unlike the Oriental to whose prints and
flower-paintings he constantly states
indebtedness, a Christ-like fever causes him to
cry out for the true presentation of the poor, the
outcast, this good woman who was a witch, but
whose whole sorcery consists in digging her
potato pit. His preoccupation with the ritual of
colour is surpassed only by his love for his
fellow creatures and in particular for artists to
come, "unknown artists, as he calls them.

His last thought is for them, children of his
dangerous, dynamic cerebralism with that cool,
immaculate bride, blanc sur blanc, the apple
orchards of the south in sun or mist, under stars
or in the rain. For these he prays, may they fend
with "a will, a feeling, a passion, and love."
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Autochthon
H.D

Whitman by Edgar Lee Masters. Scribners.

An almost unsurmountable difficulty presents
itself.

Any intelligent critic of this or any purposely
"American" work, must or should immediately
endeavour to define, almost from the French
eighteenth-century point of view, the term
"American." To begin, we are confronted with
that curious persistent myth, "the tan-faced
prairie boy" of storybook legend and of
Hollywood producers. This "prairie boy" is as
dear to me as to anyone, and I agree his vertu
should be glorified. But not at the expense of
simple facts, of truth, that raw and naked divinity
of New England antecedents, whose devotees
had a way of cropping up all along that sea-
coast. Yes, it is a grim and tyrannous divinity
and has picked, with discrimination, victims or
martyrs, beginning with Emerson, going on
through neighbouring ^i>i^^—^^^_
New England states, ^^^^™""1—^^^^™1

down through Dutch
New York and the so-
called Dutch of
Pennsylvania, on to
Virginia, where we
meet its highest
cerebral apostate or
apostle, Edgar Allan
Poe. These are native
roots; if you will, they
are transplanted from
the continent of
Europe, but there they
are, mere they stand,
a sort of thin line of
intellectual heroes,
breakwater, to be
beaten upon alike by European and by western
and mid-western critical and destructive forces.
They have been founded, for some time now, on
the rock of higher English and French criticism,
and it would take a good deal more than a posse
of rough-riders or prairie boys from this or the
other side of Spoon River, to dislodge them. Mr.
Masters, however, sallies forth against the whole
lot. No, not the whole. One, he spares with
condescension; Emerson for some reason is to
remain "American" because of some outstanding
quality of spiritual sincerity. The rest, later
growth, he claims are due to perish, geological
peaks or even, you might think, plague spots;
anyhow they are left high and dry in sterility, yet
not quite extinct....

Our Walt is not to blame for this, poor darling.
He took one look at the west-this exalter of the
fanner, the mechanic, the tan-faced generally-
and slouched back home, lazy loafer who "invited
his own soul." His job in New Orleans was not
typically to his liking; even the wide, comfortable
bars of that city of Latin pleasure did not hold
him. Slow-going city of levees, of vivid and
exotic cargo from the south, the far south,'city of
famous high-born belles and most beautiful
Creoles (waltz and crinoline, fragrance of native
wax-white oleanders, orange-blossom, islands
of magnolia), did not hold him. No lotus-
temptation this. Simply Walt was lazier than

New Orleans. Something flashing, gem-like,
quick and agile, that darted in and out,
hummingbird-no, he didn't like it. West indeed!
Walt took a steam-boat back up the Mississippi,
cut across, by canal, somewhere to the lakes,
and this trip, the banks of this mighty river, the
out-jutting rocks where Indians had fought but
lately, tortured one another and been in turn
tortured by the white man, held little worthy of
his notice. At least, with the exception of a few
personal letters and observations, he says
practically nothing of this truly impressive
waterway, except for the times and places of
various boats, and all of those nosing homeward.
Great, wide-winged, sea-soaked Albatross,
having got to the south-west, with all the vast
panorama of the mid-west and the far west to
tempt him, back he floats, typically, the whole
way on river and lake boats, and lands, by way
of the Hudson, on a New Jersey mud-flat. He
chose this unimpressive town for the simple
reason, as he states it, that it was on a wide tidal
river, the Delaware, opposite Philadelphia, sixty
miles from the sea, where he could hear the
gulls.

So Rip Van Winkle comes home with
premature, impressive, white-bearded head and

_^^^_^_-<^^—^_^^ shaggy, fine hair.
™^^^^^™""^"^~^^™ His skin was

young, we are told,
and contrastingly
delicate, without
wrinkles....Here,
this lazy loafer, this
Dutchman, this
Quaker, this Long
Islander, this
C a m d e n New
Jersey home-
p r o d u c t ,
autochthonous, if
anyone ever was,
an "American,"
gave us those
immortal "leaves,"
not shining laurel,

it is true, but fragrant, simply "of grass." Of far-
west prairies he might sing, but his leaves are
from his own home-meadows, those sea-pastures
he speaks of, his grandfather's vast acres of
Long Island, fragrant, living, with reed-stem or
hollow blade, or succulent and rich, to be plucked
and bitten into, or simply to be savoured as that
word "salt hay" he uses. Salt hay—there is the
whole story. Here is the clue. Here is that throb
and pulse, of necessity alas, lacking in the tempo
of Spoon River. Passa Thalassa Thalassa ti.

Ever the sea is the sea.
Having dug himself into his sand or his mud

banks, Walt was cosmically free to face anything;
the west which his body had rejected became
now the love of his spirit. Truly he has extolled
the unbeaten tracks, the vast meadows of the
Dakotas, the Nebraskas, Wisconsin, as an early
Wagner, the gods of his Ring, undisturbed by
conventional musical notation. The vast surge
beat through him. But for all the pseudo
exaltation of the body and his claim of originality
(he didn't want piano tunes), he derives blatantly
from his own early adventure-books, Scott and
Cooper. His are literary derivatives; his frame
was that of an archaic Triton; for all his open
disregard of so-called convention, he was in a
tradition, a step on*ard, westward if you will, in
the ladder of cosmic (his word) development.

(Cont. next page)
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"North and south were watered
by the father-of-waters, Missis-
sippi, east and west took bounty
of its tributaries. Egypt had its

upper and lower kingdoms,
frequently at variance. So, too,
America. North and south must
be one, no one must secede from

the bounty of the rivers."

Victor Hernandez Cruz
AN EVENING ON THE RIVER GANGES

Sugar is also a color
The tongue can see its appearance
Between meditation and dance
A serious blast to the tongue
The Milky-Way musical bar
A sensational space it left
To arrive in the earth of grasshoppers
Nothing can tie sweetness down
A taste from beyond
In the Ganges the sweet and sow-
Bones baptize their journey
Thought goes to the feet along
Its banks of cool wet
The sun through silk
Like water through coffee beans
Like cold coconut milk
Down inferno throat
Satan runs on fire
Chased by peeled mangoes
Into the forest
All the trees start talking
The Devil stores the stories
Ganges flowing from the feet
Till it breaks into ocean mind
It takes it light now
Thrown on sofas
Embracing the queen of curves
The hug with all six arms
She whispers:
Some are jumping from event to event
All this history is coming
But with our desire
Let us first make the sky
Forces sitting down like pupils
River water coming to the sea
This is the inception
The words without poets
Later you'll run into the tigers
Dancing out of their flesh
Diving and vaulting into the Ganges
Coming out electric wet
Shipping each bone of your spine
towards the lyrics
There a balcony and a palace
Buddha's ex-wife bracelets anklets
Cymbals pirates mothers gypsies
Wondering nations of columns
Visitations of milk queens
With moisturizing looks that
Kings send for
Their feet bottoms of red achiote
Dancing Rama-cha cha
Collapsing
Fainting in front of the fresh water
I call her name as the fragrance
Of cafe awakens me into the
Puerto Rican Aguas Buenas morning
Where across the street
My grandfather Julio El Bohemio
Made cigars once
And eternally.
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(Concluded from p. 9)
He is not alone either. Abraham Lincoln stands
beside him.

Here now is our true westerner, to measure in
breadth and stature with this other. A wide-
winged eagle this, and truly democratic and
truly "American." Of that, there can be no
question. Lincoln took his strength from the
inland, mighty river, symbol that drastically
divided yet joined his country, the Nile of this
western continent, and Lincoln was Egyptian,
Red Indian, of impressive stature, beaked Hawk,
Eagle, desert Vulture. Lincoln was spiritually
of the land, the deserts of the far west, and he
would have kept one (as an Egyptian, dependent
on the flow and flux of his river), the whole land.
North and south were watered by the father-of-
waters, Mississippi, east and west took bounty
of its tributaries. Egypt had its upper and lower
kingdoms, frequently at variance. So, too,
America. North and south must be one, no one
must secede from the bounty of the rivers.
Democracy? Lincoln, the westerner, carried his
dream through, as a pioneer hacks through field
and forest, regardless of anything but a goal; he
acted a dream. Walt Whitman merely lived one.

Perched on his solid rock, within sound of the
immortal sea, our Albatross is Greek really. He
shrieks across America. His Note may be high-
pitched at times and raucous as a pea-hen, but
back of it is the authentic "surge and thunder of
the Odyssey." Abraham Lincoln, desert hawk,
American eagle, spreading wide wings from
mid-America, over north and south, becomes,
alas, instrument of a grim Aesculean fate; he
asks an answer from his oracle, which he follows.
Ai-ai, alas. Autochthonous race conscience is
still crying for its true-born children, its hearths,
its gods, that fine cult of Louisiana, Carolina,
the whole that Europe includes in the term, "the
sixties." In a space of years of almost identical
duration as our so-called "great" war, a
civilization was wiped out. Descendants of old
France, mixed noble and Creole Spanish,
buccaneers of Elizabethan tradition, slave-traders
but technically in the right, regarding their claim
to individual freedom of each individual state,
were beaten, flower of 1860 romantic chivalry,
off the map. Sherman's march to the sea, black
war-cloud of pillage and plunder, could be fitly
celebrated only in Aesculean or Euripidean
threnody. Over it, however, hovered the
"American," the characteristic, pure backwoods
type, bleak and solitary vulture, Hero if you will,
truly Promethian bird of ill-omen, of fate.
Lincoln clawed back his e pluribus union, the
defeated secessionists, to find the prey lifeless,
inert, of no more value. Carolina, Georgia,
Virginia are the Trojan chorus of slaves, of
authentic classic tragedy.

So far, so good.
But Walt?
No. He was not only, truly, a westerner,

(Long Island, New York, Mr. Masters tells us,
was really "the west.") He was a cosmic spirit,
in that, ridiculously and truly "American," but
dog-gone tired. He had this in common with the
New England transcendentalists, he turned
inward for his inspiration. For all of his seeming
extroversion, he lived in his own dreams. These
dreams were, it is true, the antithesis of his
contemporaries'. The so-called New England
mind is focused, Walt spelt diffusion. Both,
however, drew from the same source, the sea, on
the one hand, its mighty billows, the "surge and
thunder," and on the other, the sparse, geometric

The Hermaphrodite,
God's Wife, and Tiy
David C.D. Gansz

Akhenaten: King of Egypt by Cyril Aldred.
Thames and Hudson, Inc. (distributed by W.W.
Norton & Co.), 1988.320 pages, 107 illustrations.
$35.00.

Perhaps no other period in our ancient past
has excited more controversy and scholarly
debate than the reign of Akhenaten and his
Queen, Nefertiti, from 1358-1340 B.C. in
Eighteenth Dynasty Egypt. Since the first
archaeological evidence came to light just over
one hundred years ago, numerous theories have
been propounded concerning this man who has
been called, among other things, the first true
individual in history and the first monotheist.
Flinders Petrie, E.A. Wallis Budge, Henri
Frankfort, Howard Carter and Donald Redford
are just a few of the Egyptologists who have
ventured to explain this strange religious
reformer and his cult of the Aten sun disc.
Thomas Mann undertook a study of Akhenaten
in 1925 in preparation for his series of Joseph
novels. Sigmund Freud championed Akhenaten
in his 1939 publication Moses and Monotheism
(where he hypothesized that Moses was an
Egyptian Aten worshiper and that the Aten
monotheism evolved into Hebraic Yahwehism).
Carl Jung recorded, in his Memories, Dreams,
Reflections, the moment in 1912 when he and
Freud disagreed so vehemently over Akhenaten's
character and intentions that Freud, thereafter,
no longer regarded Jung as his successor.
Immanuel Vefikovsky proposed Akhenaten as
the historical Oedipus in his 1960 publication,
Oedipus and Akhenaten. More recently, in
1984, Philip Glass was inspired to write a full
length opera concerning, and entitled,
Akhenaten.

precision of those white and rose-pink shells,
cast up by that same tide. New England and its
derivatives or counterparts along that vast coast
were "narrow" but "narrow" as an Ionic column
is narrow or a beech-tree or a birch-tree, stark
outlined against a snowy heaven. Yes, there it
is all snow. Walt flung his exotic so-called sex
profusion out toward the hinterland; Emerson,
Emily Dickinson, and farther down the coast,
Edgar Allan Poe, were content to delineate pearl
and shell of their inner spiritual findings....

From time to time, along that east sea-coast of
America and not far inland, there springs up one
of these strange incandescent forces or crystal
centres for the focus of prismatic thought. Poets,
lighthouses, outposts of some inner psychic
civilization, an emerald, a white crystal, a jacinth
("thy hyacinth hair, thy classic face"). Inner
valour, isolation, insulation is required for this
burning up, this cerebral flaming in a vacuum.
Small lights they may be, but steady. They
throw their rays far. Agate lamp, maybe; ivory
tower, it may be. But lightbearers, in their
cycle, perfect. It is valorous to create. Walt
Whitman created a continent. Abraham Lincoln,

To this list of, at times, bizarre interpretations
we may now add a biography of impeccable
scholarship by the preeminent Egyptologist and
authority on the subject. Cyril Aldred's
Akhenaten: King of Egypt is so thoroughly
comprehensive and outstanding a study that it is
certain to remain the single text scholars and
laymen alike will turn to for years to come.
Aldred not only displays his expert's grasp of
materials, he orders his materials in a refreshing
and convincing way which is full of erudition, a
meticulous attention to detail, a masterful style
of writing, and fairness to other theories. Where
others have narrowed their scope to satisfy this
or that theory, or their own emotionally charged
whims, Aldred is methodical in his presentation.

This factual story which Aldred tells is
engaging and mind-boggling throughout. Egypt
was at the height of its New Kingdom empire
when the pharaoh Amenhotep IV changed his
name to Akhenaten (Living in the Spirit of the
Sun Disc), represented himself as a
hermaphrodite, elevated the status of Queen
Nefertiti (The Beautiful One Is Come) to that of
a Goddess and his equal, disowned the

a war.
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polytheistic Amen religion of Thebes (with its
attendant underworldly Osirian faith, centering
on the myth of Osiris, Set, Isis and Horus),
championed a monotheism centering around the
Aten sun disc with poems of his own composition,
built a new capital called Akhetaten (The Horizon
of the Aten, or present day Amama), radically
altered the canons of artistic representation
towards a new naturalism, and adopted a foreign
policy of relative pacifism all before disappearing
from history, apparently without a trace. So
radical, in fact, were Akhenaten's revisions that
retribution was swift and brutal. With the reign
of Akhenaten's well-known successor King Tut
(originally Tutankhaten), the capital was restored
to Thebes, the old polytheism reembraced, the
city of Akhetaten destroyed literally brick by
brick, the old artistic canon reestablished,
military imperialism reinstituted, all mention
and representation of the monotheistic cult with
its trinity of Akhenaten, Nefertiti and the Aten
defaced from monuments and tombs, and
Akhenaten's name expunged from all historical
records as if he had never lived. Thereafter, if
referred to at all, Akhenaten came to be known
as, simply, "that criminal of Akhetaten."

Aldred paints, in vivid detail, the picture of
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foreign and domestic affairs in Eighteenth
Dynasty Egypt, including an overview of the
two pharaonic reigns immediately preceding
Akhenaten's rise to power. Most important
here, though, is the chapter entitled "The God's
Wife and the Chief Queen." Here Aldred related
his new understanding of the theological
workings which would later allow Nefertiti to
assume her role of priestess and goddess. We are
also given deeper insights into the prominent
role played by Akhenaten's mother, Queen Tiye,
in the theological arena. No other study to date
has tackled this issue in such a way as to explain
the evolution of ideas rather than seeing
developments as revolutionary only. Similarly,
we begin to see the Aten monotheism evolving
out of a reversion to the much older sun cult at
Heliopolis.

"The Amarna Queens" does much to resolve
the mystery of Nefertiti's role in the cult as well
as the issue of the role played by the feminine
element, in general, in the monotheistic heresy.
This leads to an acknowledgement and
clarification of much previous confusion over
the question of androgyny as a psychological
underpinning of the cult, and Akhenaten's
hermaphroditic physical representation thereof.
These developments can then be seen relative to
the Heliopolitan sun cult, and we begin to see
how Akhenaten orchestrated his religious
revitalization movement amidst a firmly
entrenched 'patriarchal' tradition. While
rejecting Harris' recent theory, furthered by
Julia Samson, that Nefertiti shared a co-regency
with her husband, Aldred nevertheless stresses
Nefertiti's importance in rounding out the Aten
trinity.

Donald Redford's 1984 book, Akhenaten:
The Heretic King, left us with the image of
Akhenaten as a 'naive', 'supercilious',
'effeminate', 'homoerotic', 'lunatic' and
'iconoclastic freak', full of 'weakness',
'indecision' and 'refined sloth', whose artistic
depictions 'ad nauseum' became 'tiresome' to
the point of making Redford 'irritable'.
Fortunately, Aldred's book puts Redford's to
shame. Aldred's study restores the figure of
Akhenaten to a position of well-deserved dignity
and respect. The characters of Akhetaten are
allowed their own life, and speak for themselves
rather than having words put into their mouths.
In fact, Aldred's thorough respect for the objects
of his study are a model of proper scholarship;
taken alone, this makes the volume well worth
the investment.

Randy Prus
from A NEW TIME m A VERY OLD WORLD

it's a strange beast,
we're living in,
its right hip twitching
in the twisting sands
a palm or a paw, a figure
hooded, in a space, Egypt,
or Buffalo, some place
we go to when we're sure
everyone else has left,
when everything else has
begun, again

Dromenon
Mike Boughn

Jane Ellen Harrison: The Mask and the Self
by Sandra J. Peacock. New Haven and London:
Yale UP, 1988.

Born in 1850 in Yorkshire, Jane Ellen Harrison
was part of that generation of women who
opened the struggle against Victorian moralities
and made possible the worlds and work of H.D.,
Mary Butts, Rebecca West, Djuna Barnes and
Virginia Woolf. For that legacy alone we are
deeply indebted to her for the risks she took and
the sacrifices she made. But her contribution
was much broader.

Among the first women in England to demand
and receive a formal education, JEH went on in
1898 to begin a distinguished 25 year career
teaching classical studies, a jealously guarded
male discipline, at Newnham College in
Cambridge. During the course of that career she
worked with Gilbert Murray and Francis
Cornford to develop theories of myth and ritual
that not only revolutionized classical studies,
but were in the forefront of the developing
intellectual movement that came to be called
modernism.

Her early championship of the classical,
rationalist Greek pantheon reflected the aesthetic
sensibilities of late Victorianism. Around 1880
these sympathies began to give way to a more
and more passionate defense of archaic, pre-
Homeric representations of Greek divinities.
This movement led to the 1902 publication of
Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion
with its intense drive to recover the origins of the
Greek spiritual impulse in a new imagination of
"the primitive" and "the archaic." Preceding
Freud's work, this was, most importantly, a
drive to open the concept of "thought," and with
it the range of human being, beyond the meager
boundaries then allowable. It helped prepare the
ground out of which emerged Picasso and Pound,
as well as Djuna Barnes and H.D., bearding the
rationalist lion in his den.

She must have been a wonder to behold, as
Sandra Peacock describes her, dressed in her
bright clothes, dramatically presenting her
heretical materials, knowing that down the hall
William Ridgeway, on behalf the entire
nineteenth century, was eating his guts out in
outrage. She dared discover and reveal the reality
of her materials in her own life, thus bearing
witness to the only "truth" any knowledge can
possess.

Given the dearth of information about JEH's
private life, Sandra J. Peacock's biography is
invaluable for drawing together what little there
is. In addition to JEH's biographical memoir,
"Reminiscences of a Student's Life," Peacock
draws on the memoirs and notes of two of JEH's
close companions, Hope Mirrlees and Jessie
Stewart, as well as JEH's prodigious
correspondence with Gilbert Murray (without
Murray's letters which JEH destroyed), and
others. Much of interest comes to light, especially
regarding JEH's relationship with Francis
Cornford and Frances Darwin, a sensitive subject
previously undiscussed by any of the biographers.

Unfortunately, as the subtitle of Peacock's
book indicates, -she bases her bio-narrative on
rather mechanical Freudian notions of "masks
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and selves," or "true" selves and "false" selves,
and thus ends up telling the life as a psycho-
melo-drama in which JEH is "defeated" by
unresolved psychic conflicts, especially
regarding mother, men and family. JEH herself
came to recognize "mask" not as a false self but
as a particular articulation of certain ever-present
human knowledges of the world and the world's
selves, of which our selves are part and parcel
along with their knowledges. In this sense,
JEH's life was not a "defeat" but a heroic
adventure through the masks of life.

In 1912, after an extremely difficult period of
estrangement, betrayal and self-betrayal, JEH
received a miraculous, healing visitation in her
sleep. Writing to Gilbert Murray, she described
how she fell asleep, full of hatred for Frances
Darwin as the cause of her loneliness and then
"woke about six bathed in a most amazing bliss
and a feeling that all the world was new and in
perfect peace. I can't describe it — the 'New
Birth' is best...." In Peacock's story, this becomes
a way "in which Jane diverted her anger into
productive channels...." In JEH's story, however,
it's something more: "What I feel most is that a
wall of partitions is broken down and a whole
crust of egotism gone, melted away, and that I
have got hold of something bigger than me that
I am part of. But it was all done in my sleep — not
by me at all. What is it?" This "what is it?," left
there, not as a question that needs to be, or even
can be, answered, but as a radical relational
proposition, underlies the brilliance, integrity
and heroism of the life. One only wishes it were
more evident in Peacock's story of that life.

Fugger News-Letter

A Lansquenet Bears a Child

A weird happening has occurred
in the case of a Lansquenet
named Daniel Burghammer.
When the same was on the
point of going to bed one night
he complained to his wife, to
whom he had been married by
the Church seven years ago,
that he had great pains in his
belly and felt something stirring
therein. An hour thereafter he
gave birth to a child, a
girl...which was named
Elizabeth....The aforesaid
soldier is able to suckle the child
with his right breast only....Both
are well, the child is beautiful,
and many towns have already
wished to adopt it.

May 26, 1601
Piadena, Italy



intent.
"The roaring of lions, the howling of wolves"
Daniel Zimmerman

Hermes: Literature, Science, Philosophy by
Michel Serres. Ed. Josue V. Harari and David F.
Bell, Postface by Ilya Prigogine and Isabelle
Stengers (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1982).

On the figure of Hermes, Harari and Bell, in
their Introduction, rehearse the old rustler's
aptitudes as Serres' tortoise to the hares of spe-
cialization: "messenger, exchanger, parasite."
Their review: "Reading Serres is like a treat the
outcome of which cannot be predicted." This
follows from his method: randone'e, "excur-
sion, journey, or expedition."

Physics, metaphysics, genetics, thermody-
namics, geography/ topology, information the-
ory — "elements of the global network of com-
munication" which Serres, historian of science
at the Sorbonne, seeks to identify. Among his
programs: to return myth to epistemology —
sometimes as subtly as by clinamen (for Lucre-
tius, "the minimum angle to the laminar flow
[that] initiates a turbulence"). To rediscover
epistemology in myth as "the Weaver who works
locally to join two worlds that are separated...by
a sudden stoppage." To expose epistemology as
myth -- sometimes head-on, as in "Knowledge
in the Classical Age: La Fontaine & Descartes."

The present text excerpts Serres' five-volume
Hermes, whose first book, Le Parasite, refounds
knowledge in the exclusion of a third man, a
parasite (in French, also a noise or static): "To
hold a dialogue is to suppose a third man and to
seek to exclude him." Parasitic asymmetry as
the ground of human interaction: the guest takes
from the host and returns nothing, or returns
only words, noise, hot air.

Instance: "The reason of the strongest is
always the best," La Fontaine be-
gins his fable of wolf and lamb.
What makes reason strong?
What makes the strongest
strongest? Not any appeal to
truth, surely: the lamb rightly
protests the impossibility of
accusations by which the wolf
seeks to justify making him
repast, but the wolf eats him
anyway. Enter the third man as method, ruse,
Baconian "productive hypocrisy" — literally
"upstream" from the lamb, the wolf stipulates
the lamb as "upstream" of himself, resorting at
last to blaming (since the lamb is innocent) the
lamb's family and the shepherd (Hermes?) with
his dogs for the pretended insult/danger/"temer-
ity" which allows him his predation. Their
greater strength is the best reason for the wolfs
rage. Hermes as exchanger of present for past (if
not the lamb, his ancestors). The model is
topological/mathematical: the stream's ideal
order of movement.

But the point is the failure of the Baconian
strategy to win by obeying nature's rules, even
by losing the first round; on that score, the lamb
wins. The wolfs recourse is Descartes' — by
optimization, by maximization, by strategy, al-
ways to win. The enterprise is no longer hunt-
ing, but war. "The reason of the strongest is
reason by itself. Western man is a wolf of
science.

A prior beast appears in "Language & Space:

From Oedipus to Zola" - the Sphinx, parasiting
the afflicted Thebans by a ruse transparent
enough once the riddle's undone by Oedipus the
Code Master; Oedipus, who, like Harry Lime,
returns from the fake dead. More topology: this
time, chimerical: the crossroads, obstruction,
"a sudden stoppage" — the father, the son, and
the third man, Polyphonies, noise: the chari-
oteer. Like Descartes' "I" in cogito, Oedipus'
"I" doesn't know who it is, and so tries to maxi-
mize it(self), macho-chauvo. It becomes what it
beholds; thus the eventual butterfly brooch.

Cocteau's observation that when the blind
man went deaf, his vision improved inverts the
order, but preserves the spirit here: Hermes as
messenger, but like Teiresias, refused: the in-
vestigation must go on. Oedipus delivers Thebes
from the tribulations of the present into the
talons of the past. "Oedipus discourse (dis-
cours) is identical to [his] itinerary (parcours)."
Dead end. And ditto for Odysseus: wily, for
what that's worth.

Conundrum: you come to a crossroad. One of
two identical twins interposes: one tells the
truth, always; the other always lies. What one
question will determine the correct fork to bring
you to your destination? Belated hint: who was
the third man?

The third beast: Parasitus sapiens, neighbor.
As Hobbes says, in politics, man is a wolf to
other men. "The order of reasons is martial,"
Serres says. Thanatocratic. "The law is the
plague." Serres yearns to replace the foedera
fatl of Mars with a foedera naturae, within yet
beyond the topologies of riverbed and cross-
road, in "the sweet vortices of the physics of Ve-
nus." The wolf, of course, will still complain
that the lamb, downstream, muddies his water:
Serres himself, lupine, says "I am powerless in

this matter, for I am the slave
of science." He calls for a
foedera, a peace treaty, a
pact, for "violence is the
only problem so poorly re-
solved that our own culture
is, without a doubt, the con-
tinuation, through other
means, of barbarianism."

Not the line, not the cross, but
the whorl: Hermes as parasite, but preserving
the double, antithetical, racemic sense of hole as
guest and host. Serres, like any juggler of the
tools, can be an entropic parasite or an anti-en-
tropic, eucharistic one: the words he returns
may be empty or full, cistern or fountain. Hap-
pily, Gresham's law does not apply to parasites:
the boor will be excluded; the raconteur, invited
back to make a joyful noise unto the lord. And
the word he returns, and returns to, is the unspo-
ken referent, the pledge to remain hole, whether
as the man from Porlock or as Philemon, for "the
only path to invention is complete consent to be
mistaken in front of others."

This concourse of isomorphisms is written, as
Cicero said of De Rerwn Natura, 'with many
high-lights of genius, but with much art.' But:
perhaps because it's translated by seven hands,
Hermes' author 'himself appears as if through
the wrong end of a telescope,, an occasional
glimpse of cottontail above the racket of his
briar patch. Were this a poetics, that could not
be so.
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THE BUTCHER'S KNIFE

The reason of the strongest is always the test.

I saw a Lamb of La Fontaine
Imbibe below his height:
I drank with the Rough Lamb as we woke
In dreams of infernal might.

Bacon creeps with his Good Advice
Descartes eliminates the Price
The Labs to guarantee their wish
Deem Natural all gibberish.

O vicious Lamb his victims cry
Transparent Guile you can't deny
We'll roast you in your Crown for pride
Rise Lore & fleece him of His Hide.

His juices run down his Slayers chin
Their ruses greased with lanolin
His blood escap'd, his flesh they bite
Heedless of any parasite

When Plato first his logos sent
In Wool against the Accident*
The Double Nothing maximized
To plunder Homer of his Eyes.

Leibnitz! Rousseau! La Fontaine!
O Einstein! Pauli! Godel! Vain
Your Shuttle Cocks & Lipsynch Surd
Against this image of his Word!

For a Fear is an Apprehensible thing;
And the Wolf is the Warp of its Measuring
And the Certain Tooth of the Predator
The White Elephant of the Art of War!

*Cf. The Statesman, 282f

No Burma Shave
John Clarke

Phenomenological by Joanne Kyger. Fascicle
#26, A Curriculum of the Soul, Institute of
Further Studies. Glover Publishing (Route 4
Box 77 Canton, NY 13617). 30 pages. $5.00
prepaid.

"It is as difficult to become a phenomenologist
again as it is to break the contracts of fate."

Michel Serres, Hermes

Analogy, Whitehead's Platonic "moving image
of eternity," or Joanne's phenomenological
realism, which strums the strings of time
without touching them, no need of another
reality here, this one replaces the Hobbesian,
things so named by Kyger shuck their status
as ideas, disobey the lost traveller's dream
and pop up anywhere there are nurturers
rather than destroyers of one-by the other,
Heaven & Earth, Life & Death, the Yucatan
& Bolinas, Tradition & the Individual Talent
a gauche pair by comparison to Hotel Miralmar
companions, nor is this Buddha's equipoise
under the hill, it's stronger than flesh.



intent.
Abyss Anonymous
John Clarke

The Abyss, directed by James Cameron.
Twentieth Century Fox, Summer, 1989.

"The Woman's Scales scrape off the Man's
Hairs"

Wm Blake, Notebook

"Man is lyric, woman is narrative"
Novalis, Fragments

Once you'have her divided, abducted
from her heavenly father, the story goes,
it does look to you like the abyss,
lots of tears and long-standing grievance,
the motor of myth and history long before
the cathedrals or any Mechanical Bride,
what was two as one became one alone
searching for, not another, but deliverance,
hence the cross purposes of all romance,
he coming at her, thinking to replace
the father, she wanting to be returned to,
why she stood in the Lion Gate at Mycenae
waiting to rapture the right man, he
who would restore her to the whole story.

"Deep in the Heart of
Trouble"
Tom Clark

Who Whispered Near Me by Killarney Clary.
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1989.66 pages. $14.95.

I know very little about Killarney Clary be-
yond the fact that this slender first book's 54
startling, unsettling prose poems—at once off-
hand and evocatively compelling, oblique and
eerily familiar, intimate and mysteriously elu-
sive-vault her into some rarefied company.
Baudelaire and Rimbaud come to mind, Pierre
Reyerdy, Max Jacob. To my way of thinking no

L « writer in English has ever done more breathtak-
I ft 'nS 'hings with the prose-poem form than this
IM unheralded newcomer from, of all unlikely

places, Pasadena.
The immediate locations in "Who Whispered

Near Me" are as mundane as everyday Ameri-
can middle class existence: the beaches, free-
ways, business offices and residential streets of
that vast "Inland Empire" cradled between
Southern California's ocean and mountains,
desert and shore. But in Clary's hands this
setting, otherwise routine as any television se-
ries backdrop, becomes a dreamscape of im-
probable urgency, its tight commuter lanes and
landlocked suburban driveways transformed into
evanescent meditative spaces, ephemeral lo-

cales of desire and longing, yearning and sad-
ness, aching grief and a detachment discovered
beyond thoughts of death in "a way to let go of
senses."

Memorized static perspectives give way to a
world of moving, buoyant surfaces, animated by
"swells of kelp, of cloud, of leaves in the new
wind from Palm Springs, of ochre dust on the
dry edge of idleness." Through cleansed vision
Clary glimpses a personal history rendered as
freshly as some newly discovered natural proc-
ess: "I floated the way a heart floats in the body,
the way life is buoyed by the blood without
difficulty or rest."

If there is dislocation, distortion and displace-
ment in this vision, there is also a surprising
closeness of contact. This is a writer whose
direct, confidential emotional address constantly
shocks, challenges
and engages. "Con-
fidant, do we place
our trust here, deep
in the hear t of
trouble?" Clary in-
vites us into an inti-
mate world peopled
by friends, familiars,
loved ones living and
dead, whose common
names—Sarah, Mary
Lou, Helen, Kathleen,
Anne, Billy, Ralph--
are inscribed like
mysterious land-
marks. Keeping few
secrets, she neverthe-
less resists being
pinned down by her
revelations into pre-
dictability. Hers is a story thread never quite
completed. "I will tell you everything, but now,
habitually, I am leaving."

The result is a constant reminding of just how
variable and volatile are the actual unfoldings of
feeling, once exposed in their genuine light.
Perpetually in quest of "solutions," Clary is at
the same time resigned to their unattainability.
"I talk all day about escrow and interest. I drive
a long way home and each time I start out feeling
one way and arrive feeling the opposite. Reso-
lutions are worthless in this swamp." "Nothing
ends, nothing takes us back, forgives, repairs."

The unexpected response is the only thing
truly expectable from one page to the next of this
book. Clary's greatest strength as a writer is a
generous openness of spirit. That sympathetic
receptiveness to experience, to a domain of
process and plenitude whose "fortune opens [a]
surface which is, after all, beauty," reflects an
uncanny ability to go out of self and into the
other, an identifying capacity allowing unique
penetration of person, thing and place without
disturbance of natural clarities. Removing dis-
tances between writer and reader, subject and
object, Killarney Clary returns us to that realm
of the "ordinary, spectacular" in which we've
always lived without recognizing it.

"Out there in the calm, exposed, I might look
back toward home. Everything, everyone is out
of place, moving or turning again, able to see
both sides of any argument. And I am there.
Onshore, a woman sweeps her toddler off to the
parking lot for reasons weak and distant to me;
but I understand—some discomfort or forebod-
ing, fatigue from blowing sand or the glare, or
maybe tired joy. I drift away from the deter-
mined ones on solid ground. And I am there."
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Late Night
Tom Clark

American Splendor #14: David Letterman
Expliotation Issue by Harvey Pekar. American
Splendor Publications (P.O. Box 18471,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118), 1989. 60
pages. $3.50.

Harvey Pekar leads an unlikely double life: as
revolutionary neo-realist comic book creator
and '80s underground cult figure who also holds
a daytime file clerk's job in a Cleveland VA

• hospital.
Pekar's "American Splendor" books are an

ongoing autobiography in the form of serial
tales, employing
standard comic book
format—what the
down-to-earth Pekar
terms the "balloons
and panels and stuff."
But h i s w o r k ' s
s imi lar i ty to the
conventional version
of the genre ends right
there.

Pekar's storytelling
burden, as he's stated,
is "the accumulation
o f e v e r y d a y
experience," whose
"huge effect on
people" he feels is too
l i t t le taken into
account by most
literary practitioners.

As a comic book writer he is a formal innovator
who insistently subverts and undermines the
conventions of his medium, challenging it to
turn aside from mindless fantasy super-heroics
to capture the intimate experiential veracity of
American life.

Defying customary rules of the trade, Pekar
tells his illustrators (who range from relative
unknowns to big-name comic stars like R. Crumb
and Drew Friedman) he doesn't want them
drawing generic characters: "Pick out a specific
model." In most of his stories, the principal
visual model is the author himself, the
experiences chronicled his own and those of
friends and people he works with.

Following the publication of a pair of mass-
market compilations of his work by Doubleday,
Pekar became a minor culture-hero in a historic
series of '86-'87 appearances on the David
Letterman show. On "Late Night," he simply
played himself as portrayed in his comics, the
rough-edged but enlightened underdog in jeans,
t-shirt and working-class accent. He managed
to upstage Letterman and sabotage the show. He
was not invited back, but his nervy media-
deconstruction caper on NBC--"throwing a
monkey wrench into the works" he proudly
termed it—hardly hurt "American Splendor":
Pekar's struggling 10,000 copies-per-issue self-
produced comic was soon slouching its seedy,
insidious way into many more American TV
livingrooms.

His exploits on the Letterman show provide
cover material for the eagerly awaited fourteenth
annual edition of "American Splendor," which
is just out. It's labeled, with typically Pekarian
unashamed directness, the "David Letterman

(Cont. onp.24)



"Only one sweeter end can readily be recalled—the delicious death of an Ohio honey-hunter, who seeking
honey in the crotch of a hollow tree, found such exceeding store of it, that leaning too far over, it sucked
him in, so that he died embalmed."

—Moby Dick, Chapter 78

Sherwood Anderson C L E V E
My mind is the mind of a little man
with thin legs who sells cigars in a store.
My mind is the mind of a cripple who
died in an alleyway at Cleveland, Ohio.
My mind is the mind of a child who fell
into a well, the mind of one who cleans
the streets of a city, of an actor who
walks up and down on a stage.

from "Ambition," A New Testament (1927)

Kitaj

Harvey Brown

from "Cleveland Indians"

Langston Hughes

I went to Central High School in Cleveland. We had a
magazine called the Belfry Owl. I wrote poems for the Belfry Owl.
We had some wise and very good teachers, Miss Roberts and Miss
Weimer in English....

One of the first of my high school poems went like this:

Just because I loves you-
That's de reason why
My soul is full of color
Like de wings of a butterfly.

Just because I loves you
That's de reason why
My heart's a fluttering aspen leaf
When you pass by.

A
I was fourteen then.

John Clarke

FIRES OFF THE SHOULDER OF CEDAR HILL

, Maybe my missing double
Mercury was on me all
the while, right in my bin-
ary star system + the hum
Walt said he heard & some
have in the poem now, fine
in itself but not enough
to make big decisions on,
like when to return to
Cleveland without a shut-
tle, after all this is no
rondure, no way around it,
the moon has stood for
long enough, you Cyberborgs.

For Paul Chambers who keeps the edge
walking and playing the streets
of Cleveland

The division is Culture
who is about cultivation.
Water and ground,
Seeds and care

So when Gene Ammons came to town
nobody with any sense would be sitting
up there in a chair in Severance Hall
listening at the Cleveland Orchestra under
the baton of George Szell run down
the same stiff arrangement they ran
the aion out of Europe with
in those compositions.

Yes. We'll be there - if life spares
in Gleason's Musical Bar at 55th and Woodland
to hear Gene Ammons share
The Happy Blues where Jug breathes
sound into the single note who opens
the ears and corrects the headpiece for
ever that's where we'll be in
these realms of heaven

where round by the Corner Tavern
Joe Alexander is playin Cosmic Rays
blowin the do dew out his horn
breath, air and water bearin
the seeds of sound and upfull teachings
and when he went to reach in
"I got it" he call and the rhythm
section lays out - and Joe's here
gone clear in the music sweet music
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L A N D
Albert Ayler

"Ir's LATE Now FOR THE WORLD"

Like Coltrane, I'm playing about the beauty that is to come after
all the tensions and anxieties. This is about post-war cries; I
mean the cries of love that are already in the young and that will
emerge as people seeking freedom come to spiritual freedom.

As for training, my father taught me until I was 10, and from 10
to 18,1 studied at the Academy of Music with Benny Miller, who
had played in Cleveland with Bird and Diz.

[Bom in Cleveland, July 13,1936, Albert Ayler's body was
found in the East River at the foot of Brooklyn's Congress
Street Pier on November 25,1970. - ed.]

Tadd Dameron

"!F You COULD SEE ME Now"

I made arrangements for Vido Musso, and he liked them. Then
we came to Roseland in Brooklyn, and he fired me. I don't
know why. I went back to Cleveland and formed my group with
my brother....I'm walkin' down the street, the score of Stay on It
under my arm, and Dizzy comes and snatches it out, and he says,
'Oh, I got another arrangement'.

"I think Tadd really is the romanticist of the whole period—he's
a poet." - Dexter Gordon [who played Tadd's arrangements with
the Billy Eckstine band - ed.]

Hart Crane

The function of poetry in a Machine Age is identical to its
function in any other age....Unless poetry can absorb the machine, i.e.,
acclimatize it as naturally and casually as trees, cattle, galleons, castles and
all other human associations of the past, then poetry has failed of its full
contemporary function....The wonderment experienced in watching nose
dives is of less immediate creative promise to poetry than the familiar
gesture of a motorist in the modest act of shifting gears. I mean to say that
mere romantic speculation on the power and beauty of machinery keeps it
at a continual remove; it cannot act creatively in our lives until, like the
unconscious nervous responses of our bodies, its connotations emanate
from within—forming as spontaneous a terminology of poetic reference as
the bucolic world of pasture, plow and bam.

—"Modern Poetry," 1929

Gerrit Lansing

FROM UNDER THE MAT WHERE SAT THE CAT

Extricate, but not too much,
unfaithful digger of concordances,
let be the whole tasty clutch of it, rhyme
of I'm, not, awake,
child,
bequeathing willow trees beside a stream.
Not only ravines
but Euclid Avenue,
my first escalator (Hal-ease Department Store)
were woven in the mat where sat the cat.
I say Department, was a sexual store
because Mother's store it was, her bailiwick,
father absent in a void called "Work."
Precarious. Don't try get it all in. Bailey's
was another tasty store, such glittergrass.
And later learned that testicles was store,
alaya-vijnana.
0 dark dirty Cleveland, the Viking Club, the mysteries!
All I want is loving you and blank-blank blank-blank blank-blank.
It's only unmentionable because there's no end to chasing it
the tale of it and you and sustenance.
Hundreds are fleeing, but not hurricanes.
Violets, I always brought her wild violets in spring.
Breathless romanzas secret in the Plats.
Percolate the spiderwebs.
Not what you expected, eh?
1 could bite you back, you furry thing, but you'd never understand.

(tVHUBLffDAY, 1986 4 »9B7 7.95" EACH)

DA. Levy
to jim lowells goldfish

there is little or nothing
of the minds nightwork
so there is pretending & amusement
a goldfish in a toilet howl
a piece of the captured sun
the heart of a melons wisdom

if of the Spanish marauders
a ripping up of alabaster by its iron roots
carries this treasure off to store in a
galleon that is to die young

instead, i anchor him with old memories
and change his water by day
he thinks it is the tide
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from "I'll Say We've Done Well"
Sherwood Anderson

from "Notes on
Standardization"
Sherwood Anderson

Why, I can remember myself, when I was a boy, and how I once got out of a jo
fall with a string of race horses all over our State. I found out then what La Salle

job and went one
lie was up against

when our State was what you might call new, in a way of speaking. Why, I got as dreamy and mopy,
drifting along through the beautiful Ohio country that fall, as any no-account you ever saw. I fooled
along until I got fired. That's how I came out.

Then, of course, I had to go into the cities and get a job in a factory and the better way of life got
in its chance at me, so that for years I had as good a bringing up and knew as much about hustling
and pushing myself forward and advertising and not getting dreamy or visionary as any American
there is. What I mean is that if I have slipped any since I do not blame the modem Ohio people for
it. It's my own fault. You can't blame a town like Toledo or Cleveland or Akron or any of our up-
and-coming Ohio cities if a man turns out to be a bum American and doesn't care about driving a
motor at fifty miles an hour or doesn't go to the movies much
evenings....

The trouble with me is that I once had a perfectly good little factory
over in Ohio, and there was a nice ash-heap in a vacant lot beside it,
and it was on a nice stream, and I dumped stuff out of my factory and
killed the fish in it and spoiled it just splendid for a while. What I think
now is that I would have been all right and a good man too, but on
summer afternoons I got to moping about the Ohio hills alone, instead
of going over to the Elks Club and playing pool where I might have
got in with some of the boys and picked up some good points. There
were a lot of good bang-up Ohio pushers over in that Ohio town I had
my factory in and I neglected them. So, of course, I went broke and
I'll admit I've been rather a sorehead ever since. But when I come
down to admit the honest truth I'll have to say it wasn't Ohio's fault
at all.

The Nation (1922)

Voices, Rooms,
Colors, and Hands
Joe Napora

SHERWOOD ANDERSON: ...in the end I
was to understand that when you take from man
the cunning of the hand, the opportunity to
constantly create new forms in materials you
make him impotent.

FANNY BUTCHER: He had an almost pub-
lic passion for Tennessee Mitchell, a sculptress
and teacher of piano...! suppose that Tennessee
would be called a "femme fatale" for not only
did Edgar Lee Masters yearn for her, but Sher-
wood Anderson couldn't resist her allure and
divorced his wife and left his children to marry
her.

EDGAR LEE MASTERS: ...entered the room
lugging a heavy suitcase. She had just returned
from Detroit. I suspect at this distance that she
had been there on a love jaunt with the man
whose mistress she had been...

...was a teacher in the elements of music.

Her aura was of mixed coloring, some blue,
some red, some green -- but no yellow.

her eyes looked down...
as a demon that is dreaming.
She fled my grasp with the skill of Daphne.

...as she fought me away I began to think
perhaps she was an old maid

...and still she
eluded me.

I went to the
apartment and
contracted mad-
ness in her kiss.

THE NEW YORK TIMES: Chicago, Dec.
26,1929—Tennessee Mitchell Anderson sculp-
tress, writer and divorced wife of Sherwood An-
derson, novelist, was found dead tonight in her
studio apartment at 153 East Erie Street.

MASTERS: I see her now
as a cold, uncanny, farsighted mind,
with a sort of con-
genital nymphomania,

...and
had caused the great nerves of that center
to writhe and constrict like entangled snakes.

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE: The body was
lying on a bed clad only in night clothing....The
police found the doors and windows locked and
mail and telegrams accumulated at the entrance.

CHICAGO PHONE DIRECTORY: Tennis
C. Mitchell

MASTERS: And like the man who returns to
the scene of his crime I went there one mad night
and was received into her room.

...That was the end.

ANDERSON: I can't go out indirectly in
work unless as a relief I can go out directly to one
person. If I don't do it nothing sings in me,
nothing flames up. I go stale and limp like an old
man's pecker.
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A sort of continual and terrible perversion of
life goes on. After all there are human men and
women in America. Where among us live these
creatures of the popular magazine short story,
the best-selling novel or the moving picture?
You read the stories published in these maga-
zines and they are very skillfully done. There is
a strange exterior semblance of life in the people
who parade before us and do for our edification

these brave clever or humor-
ous stunts.

The trick when analyzed is
very simple. The appearance
of life is given by exterior
means entirely. The doctor's
office, the city street, the
vacant lot beside the factory,
are described with an amaz-
ing finality and fulsomeness
of detail. Into these places
people are cast, wearing ordi-
nary clothes such as a man is
accustomed to see wrapped
about the bodies of his friends
and neighbors....

Every intelligent man
knows that, since Eve tempted
Adam with the apple, no such
thing as a pure man or woman
has ever existed in the world
but these poor devils are com-
pelled to believe, against all
the dictates of their common
sense, that purity is a kind of
universal human attribute and

departure from it a freakish performance. In
order that none of the million subscribers be lost
or any good advertiser offended they are forced
to spend their lives firing off blank cartridges or
shooting pith-balls at pig bladder.

Double Dealer (1921)

...Odd isn't it, but that Tennessee came the
nearest? She saw the thing—taking life so, with
gusto, to the last drop.

THE NEW YORK TIMES: The police be-
lieve she died of a hemorrhage of the lungs.

ANDERSON: Tennessee...has bought me a
little feather to wear in my hat. She has brought
me a golden yellow scan. Tomorrow she will
buy me socks all splashed with purple and
yellow crystals. You see, brother, all this is
absurd, but with the feather, the scarf, and the
socks I venture out into the drab, war worn
world.

THE NATION: She became a sculptor by
accident. During a winter near Mobile, Ala-
bama, she began to play with varicolored muds
and clay that paint the gulley of the country
round.

(Cont. on p. 24)
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Short Anabolism
John Thorpe / John Clarke

JT: I'm glad yr doing intent., & it seems to be
one way to air these matters. At New College,
there was a pro forma sort of statement that
everyone was in disagreement about poetics
(which, in the plural, wd go without saying - but,
since everyone was in search of a poetic teat wd
work for them, no one had the luxury of exam-
ining the person beside them in that sort of
essential dispute. Afterwards, why not?) Nei-
ther snobbery nor vulgarianism were more than
makeshifts in this task for a plural poetics, wch
cast off correct poetics & embraced the imper-
fect - the ongoing & in Hegel's myth the other
way than 'understanding'. But the New College
faculty didn't helpfully disagree out loud. I'm
sure they did in their minds. It was more a short
anabolism than what it professed. Cooking was
over cans. Holding the door open wins over the
door described, etc. Don't we all have our
black-eye pea & hip-hop phases? Aren't we
always, sometime, the 'wrong stuff?

Intent, was a delight. It seems unfortunate to
me that Ed Dorn has been so elusive in Rolling
Stock - I sometimes wish that once in a while
he'd sit down like Dostoyevsky & crank out an
entire issue himself - like the annual Charles
Dickens Xmas number or something, to warm
the heart & solicit resubscriptions in one big
blow-out - but then he's interested in parodying
the literacy of his times rather than adding to it
egocentrically.

I love the compass on p. 1. Hopefully the
build-up of carbon dioxide will have squelched
North & South 500 years from now. Revenge of
the fossil plants! insuring their descendents a
luscious environment & food-supply, for awhile,
plus a recurrence of tree-worship from all the
oxygen addicts.

Who is Muses? Are we out of touch with
common knowledge, or shd these people re-
ferred to be a bit more documented to give those
of us who're interested more to go on?

Incidentally, in the Ismaili list shd've ap-
peared William Chittick's book on Ibn 'Arabi -
especially since it's published by SUNY & is
more exhaustive than J.W. Morris?? (I ordered
it but got a back-order chit from SUNY Press so
haven't seen it - but it's humungous).

Charles' shot about work being stolen by the
'system' seems kind of Washingtonian to me.
One doesn't want one's labor annihilated, truly
- & yet when Olson says 'The System is a
Fraud', or when Al Glover expresses a loser
mode - as my friend Diana McQuaid says, what
the fuck difference does that make? They don't
'like' our habits, wch includes mugging people
& hogging Tiananmen plaza with armored
cavalry? Sure our work is stolen - & forced - by
interior & exterior villainy.

There's no temenos in the - oh well, forget
that - American after-life is life insurance along
the lines of post-1750-writing vs. pre-1750
Court of Fraudulent Commoners evoked by
Hugo in The Hunchback (sorry to zig-zag, but
I'm still concerned with Olson's Form = Method
piece). Do you think St. Francis would say to the
birds - stop stealing? Gee, I guess I miss the
point - which is more - that birds which are jolly
get stuck in the slammer, where they slowly pine
into artificiality - & Olson is like a primal bird

who's scared that the generous palm of Monday
won't be the Friday strangler.

In any case, I loved that Olson piece - because
I first thought of it as incoherent, & 2nd thought
of it as an example of how his poems came to the
loudness & quietness of holding insecurities, &
3rd thought of it as involving a future in its
tentativeness - it goes in movements of harping
on - as harp to harp -1 know he'd have laughed
that off as trivial - he liked rhythm & dance as an
harp of sorts - ear, foot, gut, brain, over violin,
horn, piano etc.

"The Methodology is the Form" is, to me,

"Indeed desire is in a bonafide
sense the very 'memory of the
future, and its persistence is
the strength of that inverse
memory that addresses a
direction opposite to the

memory of the past, which is a
recall or summoning up of
what was once achieved (in
the present). Desire as the
memory of the future is a

retention of intent., a
constant addressing - the word
is exactly enough used here to
serve in a desire-stimulating

computer program - of what is
being directed towards an

achievement not yet
consummated in the present.

To desire, then, is to
'remember' the future."

—Charles Muses

incomprehensible, but increases my sense of
where, say, 'The Kingfishers', is at (&, being
the last nincompoop to not understand 'The
Kingfishers', at least I can see how Charles
thinks!)

News from the Music Front. Some major
record Co. is releasing a CD oflmelda Marcos
singing her favorite songs (Barry Manilow etc.).
P.R. says she was first encouraged as a crooner
by the late music critic, Gen. Douglas MacArthur,
who described her as 'a voice to wch one can
only submit in profound silence'. The CD is
expected to sell quite well on Oahu.

In Diana's letter reacting to intent. 1, she
mentions what A fine writer Harvey Brown is. In
some kind of noumenal self-effacing way he is
a uniquely seraphic writer - at least in Jazz
Playing, I'm glad to be reminded that he's
around.

JC: I know Charles Muses only from Gerrit

Lansing, who was working with him in Glouc-
ester, June of 1988, specifically on work started
up by Destiny and Control in Human Systems,
1985. Gerrit sent me Consciousness and Real-
ity, a collection Muses edited with Arthur Young
in 1972 (Muses uses the name Kenneth De-
marest for his more far-out pieces). According
to the biographical note, he is a mathematician
(Ph.D. Columbia, 1951); he edited with Warren
McCulloch of MIT the proceedings of the first
international symposium on artificial intelli-
gence and bionics (1960), and lectured with
Norbert Wiener in Italy. He now edits The
Journal for the Study of Consciousness. What
that might engage, I can only guess from the
short essay I have, "The Exploration of Con-
sciousness," some of whose section heads are:
"Our World of Simulacra: Superholograms";
"The Emergence of Number as Language";
"Hyperstages of Meaning"; "Insight as a Meas-
ure of Civilization"; "Hypernumbers and Hy-
permind." This last is the connection I think he
and Gerrit were working on before his lectures
in New York. You'll be interested to know he
then left for Hawaii to study petroglyphs.

Yes, in fact, I think Francis did ask the birds
to stop stealing, but didn't hold it against them
if they didn't. This opens up the whole post-
1750 Goethean (born 1749) morpho-logic, which
is non-relational, reciprocal, as when the girl
told Goethe she didn't love him back, he said:
"What does that have to do with it?" Blake, born
7 years later, also discovered it. The year 1794,
in which The Songs of Innocence and Experi-
ence first appear together, also crucial to Goethe,
who met Schiller, then Professor of History at
Jena (whom he had avoided for having revived
Sturm und Drang), same year. In November,
Novalis meets Sophie, who was in herself of
indifferent passion, they say, but became an
occasion of the new logic for our Fichtean.

As you'll remember, in the Blake masque, I
also have Olson (Ololon) as a harper! On this
Method =s Form biz, what I get from Dos-
toevsky, the antithetical logic of his Under-
ground Man, is that in exercising choice (con-
sciousness) one exchanges life for form (iden-
tity), which may be the Faustian bargain? Oth-
erwise life falls to the analogy of its intent, like
all three branches of our Government rushing to
locate the N-S axis of the Nineties in the safety
(irony) of a known place, Civil War as Right-to-
Life vs. Pro-Choice (really Right-To-Form- a
method obviously practiced by all predecessors
whose work we take for granted). Since there
are no external forms of self-identity, logic
dictates we not squander the very place it may
arise, where life and choice coexist in method/
form (Blake called it Beulah). Otherwise, all
our suffering will not make a difference.

The difference between the American Sleep
and Albion's is that this nation is, as Olson said:
"awake all the time; and it's never awake for a
minute. It's the deadest sleep that ever was, to
talk like Blake....It's not an aggressive problem.
I beg, like, somebody, before the Civil War, to
say: 'Do, don't do it; it's not worth it'" ("Paris
Review Interview," Muthologos 2, pp. 152-3).
But, however simulated, as Olson put it in his
Prometheus poem of Maximus IV V VI, "the
illusory / is real enough-"

On the verge or brink of form, and the recog-
nition of a national identity, we throw up a
screen memory to shield American conscious-

(Cont. next page)
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David Tirrell

As I, EXPRESSED
The sun floods red as blood
And curtained clouds make its bed
Among the faded stars, the moon
Is half-a-man and the heart hides the expanse
Down under a copper leaf
Made of this roof on a run to cover earth
And hold her there until sun and love
Are done in this innocent morning air.

Sherry Robbins
THE RIVER

Down by the river
in the dark
with a stranger
a touch
draws life to the surface again,
life believed gone numb forever.

The body will forever
float the spirit down river
to salt again
using the dark
thirst for touch,
for intoxication, for what's stranger

than the known, stranger
than being dead forever.
A slow, wondering touch
meanders like a river
over the spirit's dark
resistances again

and again,
feeling for the passage much stranger
than that first dark
push into life. A birth forever
recurring moves like a river
underground, using touch

to still memory, touch
to stir it alive again.
On the rock wall by the river
words scrawled by a stranger,
"I will love you forever,"
glow white as gulls in the dark.

Keep yr zaaboks coming!
($10)

You will get a fourth issue
out of '89 before the Nineties

begin with more sound
methods of subscription.

ness from the horror of its freedom. This retreat
to husk and shell may be the analogy-of-analogy
you once asked me about, regarded descrip-
tively not analytically. We should not be,
however, too condescending, quantity (popula-
tion explosion) having already terminated the
previous "proud, resolute, and unusual indi-
viduals" (The Good Soldier). Therefore what
terrifies the Post-Individual may not even be
susceptible of personal notice ("All are Ahab").

Mass Man, so-called, cannot know what he
fears (responsibility?) until he can imagine
something of equal magnitude (the loss of the
planet?). Individual extinction is fait accompli.
Fordie saw the epic proportions of this and
compared it to the sacking of a town, but, as
poets, we must turn to Blake for a proper han-
dling of the scale question. A species recogni-
tion of earth as a "vortex passed" could mean
that what had been regarded as a stability to
draw upon endlessly becomes instead a vulner-
able dependent, were something like the method/
form equivalence in place to stave off the lapse
into pack-sanctioned behavior as a way of satis-
fying the demand (while still remaining undis-
closed). Why should life bother to conceal what
is already registered, other than by psychic
agreement to limit expression to the most im-
poverished forms, truly an embarrassment of
riches ("We Shall Overcome")? But, again, not
to condescend to our poor Giant. Not wearing
Seven League Boots we have no way of knowing
(other than Blake) what "Divine Inert" his new
scarlet letter is covering up? How would one
smoke out what is already a smoke screen?
Perhaps everyone should be invited to respond
to Olson's "Totality"? Charles once said all we
had to do to get home (in print) was to disembar-
rass ourselves, which, for Fibbers, ain't easy.
Luckily, the Blake-route shows that in the Proph-
ecy they do "Rush into reptile coverts, hiding
from the fires of Ore" (America, 1793, pi. 15),
and so we know denial stops only narrative time,
never life time, which spills silently onward into
death without the dimensionality of its total
(world?) loss/form.

It's no surprise that Mandarin politicians
kowtow to cycles of what they perceive to be
change in public opinion, but that they so shame-
lessly allow themselves to be influenced by the
likes of a Randall Terry makes one uneasy. The
Court's new majority may think crowd control
part of judicial responsibility, but you'd have
thought the GOP would have copied Bush be-
fore the so-called Reagan coalition got split
down the middle, a middle Operation Rescue
will never occupy? They got the abortion idea
from that kook's book whose name I can't re-
member?

As you see, I come back to the textual envi-
ronment, one of its permutations, in this sup-
posed McLuhan Age. If every shred of expres-
sion were driven to its source it would almost
always be written. No one has energy anymore
to locate where that was stolen from (the mind
itself, where comprehensions are made?) but
even Global Villagers don't make plans for the
weekend on the basis of the telephone game.
The bottom line is that pro-life is always going
to be contra-form, though when they joke that
conception began with the gleam in some fa-
ther's eye, the old unconscious knows better,
especially given the assumed modest proposal
that must be in the offing. Jost-1750 Man has
come at last to the full entanglement of dis-
courses, as Blaser emphasized in his Olson
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Memorial Lectures of 1987. Instead of con-
fronting a situation that won't go away, we insist
upon a futile search for one without noise, so
that all others somehow defer to its sheer redun-
dance. But, you wake up next morning, or next
year, and find such devisive action has only
introduced more noise into the system, and still
the battle rages on between the fatherless chil-
dren (of Thoth?). ONE may have been around
longest, especially when one can't imagine a
time when one wasn't, as Melville says, but
these competing sound forms have histories,
too, that won't be denied or simply overpowered
by fundamentalist fiat.

So, if I may be permitted a Shelleyism, if,
within the Western troika, history has upstaged
philosophy can poetry be far behind? Capitol
says Ron Perlman's recording of Byron and
Shelley has already sold 250,000 copies (he's
the Lion-man on the series "Beauty and the
Beast"), the first commercially successful po-
etry album in 40 years, according to Billboard.
The enthusiasm for bad comedy may pass with
what Mort Sahl has termed "the missing genera-
tion," but does this mean bad poetry will suc-
ceed it (and get ready for Frankenstein Unbound
opening in the fall)? Looking forward to the end
of all vulgar overviews, Andrew Schelling,
reviewing the Gyiito Monks (Windham Hill
Records, 1987) in Jimmy & Lucy's House ofK'
No. 8 (1988), adds another strain to our becom-
ing:

"At our present historical juncture, the Ti-
betan understanding of universal comraderie
seems indispensible to that patchwork-quilt
legacy of Who-We-Will-Become. While the
twilight skies of late Capitalism and bankrupt
Communism lower, we are just beginning with
great difficulty to envision what might he be-
yond. This music, sung for centuries on high
lonely rocks, is the voice of the planet singing.
It may sound like the past but it's the future."

The problem is of weights and balances:
some of the living have not yet advanced from
oral to written expression.

«:»«:»*:»
Hell's Kitchen & Harmolodics
Bud Navero / John Clarke

BN: It is certainly a joy to reach into my
mailbox and Rip Van right into the eyebright an-
swers to many a waking wonder. Am here, in
Hell's Kitchen....I've seen enough of the Islands
and experienced the enormity of New York's
"tropicalization" to realize that the kids have no
sense of their own culture and that we'd all do
better if they did and we learned from them.

JC: I agree, w/out rap etc, the imploding
Nineties may look like the Twenties minus the
roar. There is something, of course, that doesn't
want a word-flesh connection made (150+ bil-
lion a year controlled substance consumption in
U.S.). See Mumbo Jumbo. Not conspiratori-
ally, just that "kids" are unfinished business;
gender itself, as incomplete. As we have learned
from Kundera, men and women (as such) are
problems, not conclusions. And why not? Was
it not the novel that advanced them even to
where they are now?
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The freeing thing for kids would be to come

into the recognition that what they are involved
in is not realizing their full potential etc. etc., but
the flashing of looks, gestures, tones, colors that
signal the innate releasing mechanisms, as they
are called, that it is time to consolidate and
stabilize gains all may share and share alike.
This isn't a Utopian closure put upon the future.
To believe that the Given is not an economic
product but an exponential series, like the over-
tones I heard David Murray play with Baraka, is
simply an investment not yet made common,
which is also probably why we fear to relinquish
what Blake called the "sexual garments." As
Olson said in A Special View of History: "One
has to believe in love to love. One finds no
object of love if one does not believe in love.
Belief, of course, is the same thing as method-
ology" (pure Novalis, by the way).

Spike Lee, though not long on history, is
making some headway ("Do the Right Thing"
and the Experience Unlimited "Buckwild" video)
in breaking down the urban youth stereotypes,
popular perhaps because of coinciding with the
Boom (itself a response to WWII losses, accord-
ing to Gaian homeokinetics?), or as my friend
Bob Frasier would have it, Seventeen magazine
ruined America. But, America, like the concept
of youth (& sex), is, as Maximus says ("to
himself), "undone business." We don't really
know out of what chaotic stasis forms (of com-
prehension) will emerge. Without a method of
comprehension, as my generation got older it
got more arrogant: in the fifties we conde-
scended to Pops, in the sixties to Dizzy, the
seventies, Miles, and finally in the eighties,
Wynton. Purism is essentially terrorism with
nothing to exchange.

Victor's "tropicalization" is a way of ex-
changing the Old Jungian, 'alchemical' model
of individuation for something created together,
rather than, say, professionally induced? Other-
wise, doesn't even Melville's formula, to be
true to the dreams of your youth, sink down to
the lowest level of the bat cave, where it is of no
use to the imagination? Listen to Ornette Cole-
man:

"Imagination becomes something you wish
to bring into existence. I don't think a healthy
imagination can dominate people. You have to
share imagination so that you'll appreciate it
and those in your environment will appreciate
it" ("Something to Think About," Free Spirits,
1982).

Imagination comes into being to realize the
world of our dreams before it kills us or we kill
it out of frustration at having no power. In the
same essay Ornette explains his "harmolodic"
method as "taking what is called the changes,
the harmonies and other elements, and using
them as ideas. Not using them to get ideas." I
believe other application may be made of such
a method. One might use one's youth or gender
as an idea, rather than to get ideas, like they say.
Ornette concludes:

"You can think harmolodically. You can
write fiction and poetry in harmolodic. Har-
molodic allows a person to use a multiplicity of
elements to express more than one direction at
one time....Is there a completion in the results of
the effects of harmolodic? Yes, that can be
instantly done or it can be planned or it can be
calculated. The results happen when you actu-
ally complete the motive that you're using it
for..,.

"I'm going to be a black person regardless of

how many events and projects I participate in.
But if I let style, or my dreams, make me believe
I'm someone else, then I'm living against myself.
It's better to eliminate the styles and the past
categories and be you."

So, it's a double edged thing, this question of
our malleability (puberty at age 8-9; see also
Elaine Morgan, The Descent of Woman) and
well beyond the corporate cosmos of costumes
and cosmetics, that dress-up guys and dolls side
of American dream culture pretending to serve
its youngest members.*

*Larzar Ziff, in his The American 1890s (U
Nebraska P, 1966), writes:

"The good living of society and the good talk
of the salon in France never considered sacrific-
ing this general maturity to the particular imma-
turity of any innocent member of the society.
They quite simply did not allow that member,
the young lady, downstairs....

To ha've allowed the young lady to enter the
salon would have reduced that gathering to an
awkward silence. She was ready to come down-
stairs when a duly arranged marriage had been
consummated....

In America the problem of the young girl was
solved in a strikingly opposite fashion, for in
America she was from infancy totally part of the
family. She had accessible to her all the com-
forts of the living room - intellectual, cultural as
well as physical....

The zesty attractiveness of the American
system of child-rearing is immediately appar-
ent, but it had its other side also. The price paid
by society for treating its young people in this
fashion was that of keeping itself in a public
state of total innocence so that nothing would
offend or corrupt the young person. Sexual
experience was forced to remain a secret matter;
publicly all was virginal because the public
submitted to the standard of its youngest mem-
ber." —ed.

lururi (Raindrop)
Tracy Blake Hughes

^^^
Change
Clayton Eshleman

Butterick's masterful essay on "The King-
fishers" appeared a few months ago in Lee
Barlett's American Poetry (U of NM, Albuquer-
que)—a shame you did not know about this. You
might want to call intent, readers' attention to
the piece.

["Charles Olson's "The Kingfishers' and the
Poetics of Change," American Poetry, Vol. 6,
No. 2 (Winter 1989), 28-69, is the essay Ralph
Maud consulted in Italian for the identity of
Fernand, established by Butterick in 1975,
published in Rome, 1987 —ed.]

Neura
Andrei Codrescu

We've had some excitement here for the last
few days. Baby decided to pop out about 10 days
earlier than we expected. Laura started to feel
contractions around 11 AM Friday 7 July but I
gave her little credence. By 12:30 they were
coming hard & fast. I had a look - sure enough
she was crowning. I ran up the street to fetch
Monica, a neighbor who has attended a few
births. By the time I got back Laura's on all
fours pushing & Manito's sitting in the corner,
wide-eyed. I passed the truck keys to Wolf,
Monica's old man, so he can go to Huecorio for
Marta, rushed back to the bedroom in time to see
the head emerging. A few tense minutes pass as
baby appears to be stuck, the head turning blue
& I feel around her neck to see if the cord is
wrapped. Finally the shoulder emerges & baby
squirts out in a gush. I catch her & she cries after
a few seconds. We put her on Laura's breast &
she begins to suck immediately. After awhile
the placenta came out & we all sit & chat,
waiting for Marta to brine her sterile equipment
to cut the cord. Manito s whimpering a little,
having witnessed the entire spectacle, but after
some comforting he's feliz trying to caress his
baby sister. The baby came out around 1:10 PM
after about an hour of hard contractions. Marta
finally arrives & cuts the cord. Laura & baby
both fine,' no tears & little bleeding. Sofia &
Vatche came shortly after, bringing food &
flowers. Kevin & Arminda, Ricardo & Violeta
& their whole posse came over the next day &
visitors every day since. Laura's mother came
the next Monday to stay 5 days, cooking &
cleaning & giving Manito long hours of atten-
tion. I'm making a garden up the street & early
morning walks in the hills. Tai Chi daily, finally
got the left side. It rains for a few hours almost
every day & the world is green & lush.

ABC No Rio
Simon Pettet

Good to see the central nervous system of
American Poetry reanimated.
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A few observations. For what it's worth -
seems (like the punk spirit of some years ?go) a
lot of the real energy gets consumed by die
record biz (even the independent record biz) so,
unless you want to book LL Kool J etc. (with all
attendant record company/promo budget etc.),
it seems these days increasingly harder to find
authentic rap poets (emphasis on the last word).
I'm talking about the Eastern seaboard here -
which is surely the roots - Schooly D of Phila-
delphia is one of the meanest(!) I've ever heard
(but I ain't heard so much). A more realistic
suggestion/contact is Houston Baker Jr., black
college professor and rap aficionado (that's an
understatement) who 'wowed 'em' last Spring
at the St. Marks Poetry Project Symposium - not
only by saying that rap was the future of poetry
(oh really?) but, more interestingly, rap-swing-
ing his entire lecture (no mean feat!).
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Seduction In the Wider Fields of Eternity

Where the gulf sky is separated from the gulf by a thin blue line
In the hollow bowl her body made when intersected by mine

Psyche's clear lake riverhood shining looking glass cold
Mirrored my life back up to me from the depths of that hollow bowl

By biological predetermination the ancient Egyptian
Word for kiss was adapted from the verb to eat

A memory that vibrates long after the string is plucked
Creating a note sustained by the reverberating of her body

To fill to capacity the consciousness of the chosen one
So there is no escaping the ever rekindled hunger

OM CLARK

Perishable Memo

I saw your body swim up the virid night sky
A silvery white weight wet baked
Salmon breasting fire tides in silk swift ascension
While on the wide flowing black periphery
Wild stars flared out and showered
Failing to follow you in your higher leaping motion

But with my memory that fluid shape too will die
No one will see what I've seen
No one will go where I've been
Wan worlds from which the colors drained away
Leaving only these strange unearthly word outlines

Under the Sign of Thoth

Early morning light archery on the Nile
Feather forming as space curves away
We are chanting the book of the dead in blue & green
Two gospel hummingbirds gleaming in the rain

Space starts to tremble because it wants to go places
The galley's chant unchains a foam of sound
As heavenward the Pharaoh tilts his prow
Over river silences where all thought glides

After making love to the river all night long
Psyche asks why love's so dark in Egypt
Moved by a slow blunt impulse as if snowblind
She is still waiting on the moon palace stairs

Sighing with sensitive quince and mauve explosions
As if she understood the wind & the rain
The soft wince when the marvelous sweet fruit turns out bitter
Men are like that she says

Life in Movies

Sharp report
Quick lipsick
Symbols on the mirror
Globes of light spun
hi the dark cold night
Fireworks at the shore
Where power roars in
On breakers broken
By a pin into the moon
Travel reveals more
Of life in movies
We who are moved by
Clouds at midnight
Have grasped the illusion
Crossing the black room
A bright beam lights
The thin sheet
With a shadow mark
Some star poses
A presence in scarlet
Carnival laughter
And then the car
Pointed into soft- darkness
Starts up like a knife

Quasimodo

Inside the big clock things get strange
Noisily you seek a motive for feeling
Find silence waiting in your life script
Where another fate's mirrored for you
In time's revelation it's a pain
Like death to see beauty gaining
And only your fading memorials
Of some words to show for it

To Psyche

Everything happens to you if you know it
I turn to the redwing moon for control
Its small cornstalk fringes slide apart
Opposite ways over bone thought oceans
While the stars come out Confucius blue
Above your small hair smooth knob belly
The ghost of a change happens to you
Even if I don't know it yet
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Poet Visits St. Petersburg of Dostoevsky, Pushkin, Gogol, & Mandelstam

Creeley In Leningrad
Donald Wesling

When I knew that Robert Creeley would be at
the University of Helsinki as Visiting Professor
last year, I put him in touch with Leningrad poet
Arkadii Dragomoshchenko.* The idea was to
set up a Leningrad reading—since Helsinki and
Leningrad are only an hour's airflight away,
across the Baltic. And I was to be there too, on
a University of California scholarly exhange
with Leningrad State University. The Soviet
sponsor of the visit was Poetic Function, a sub-
group of the new and progressive Cultural Fund,
an arts organization founded by Raisa Gor-
bachev as a way to do things that the Writers'
and Painters' Unions are too stodgy to do. On
our side, the American co-sponsor was the
American Consulate in Leningrad, through
cultural affairs officer James Hutchinson: they
paid Creeley's way and printed English copies
of all the poems to be used in the Reading.

Creeley flew over on the last weekend of
October 1988. On the Friday night, the Ameri-
can consul invited ten Russian writers to dinner
at the Consulate, and after dinner Creeley read
about twenty poems and Arkadii Dragomoshch-
enko read his translations. Saturday morning,
Creeley, Arkadii and I were interviewed by
Leningrad Television's "Fifth Wheel" arts pro-
gram-with Arkadii acting as translator and
commentator, moving easily between English
and Russian. The staff at the American Consu-
late supplied Leningrad TV with videotape
footage on States associated with Creeley's
biography: Massachusetts and the Southwest.
Then on Saturday afternoon was the main event
of the weekend, Creeley's reading in an ornate
hall in Leningrad's Central Lectorium.

The reading had a full hall, about 250 persons.
Arkadii in his introduction spoke of Creeley's
Black Mountain College years, and described
open-form poetry. The audience in its insistent
questions, brought in between the readings of
poems, asked about Creeley's life, his New
England background, his service in World War
II as a young man. Creeley obliged in a direct
way, speaking about his first impressions of
Leningrad as a city, his wartime experiences, his
early attempts at writing, and the audience wanted
just this: both here and in the TV interview,
questioners showed themselves much more
concerned with personal matters than any
American audience.

Poets at the Lectorium—notably Arkadii
himslef, and Aleksei Parshchikov** who had
come all the way from Moscow for the read-
ing—wanted to hear the work, and were as-
tounded to catch the special phrasing Creeley
uses to signal line-breaks, a jolting, hesitating,
anguished speech-production, cutting sentences
into parts by line-ends. Russian poets knew all
about the glass eye and the marriages, but noth-
ing about this style of reading. After they heard
this, much more fell into place for them. This
was an education in American rhythm, the most
serious lesson of the visit for local writers.

Arkadii's translations (which will be pub-

lished in 1989 in a Moscow journal) are re-
markably accurate in handling this special conci-
sion and the effect of breakmg-off; but he was
forced on occasion to extend the length of a
stanza to accommodate Creeley's sense in
Russian. In a written introduction to his ver-
sions, he has discussed the differences between
an inflected and uninflected language in this
matter of achieving concision. Russian, he
wrote, could stand to learn from English (and
from Creeley) in the rhythmic grouping of the
syllables and the little function words.

It seems worth noting that after the interview
with "The Fifth Wheel," Creeley and I as the
foreign interviewees each received an envelope
with 30 roubles, as payment for the event.
Arkadii, who had read on camera his Russian
version of Creeley's poem "The Window," and
who had been translator of all the English in the
interview and an active speaker himself, re-
ceived nothing. This seemed a deliberate slight
to a non-official writer, and certainly he felt it as
such. But Arkadii had arranged and mediated a
significant event, since American poets rarely
get to Leningrad and readers there are most of
them stuck back at the stage of Robert Frost as
the most Modern poet they know.

The Lectorium reading was a large encounter,
both ways, and the television interview doubt-
less extended the acquaintance enormously in a
city of six million. Most interesting to an
American public will be this: those who spon-
sored Creeley and made all the arrangements,
including liaison with the American consulate
and TV people, were not members of the Writ-
ers' Union. Creeley did not meet one Writers'
Union member during his stay. Many of the best
writers, and many of those who are influenced
by American work, have for a long time been
outside the Union; what's new is the greatly
expanded cultural power and sphere of action of
outsiders like Dragomoshchenko and
Parshchikov.

* See avec, 1,1 (1988).
** See intent., 1,2 (1989). - ed.
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Kids (But Mostly Me)
Willy Creeley

Kids. When I was five, I wanted to be a
baseball player. At the athletic age of six (no, I
was not very athletic, well maybe a bit~I have
athletic friends) I didn't have a clue what I was
going to be. Then when seven came, I went to
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Finland for a year and I loved it there, so I really
didn't have time to think about it. The kids in my
school were fun to be around, but native Finnish
kids were punks with their hair cut into mo-
hawks and stuff like that. Not very nice either.
Now, at the age of eight, the so-called expan-
sive, I have changed completely. My life, so I
think, lies in computers, in fact I am sure of it.
Don't get me wrong, I still love sports. I am
afraid I can't tell much about my classmates
since I have been in frosty Finland. I will
probably write about them as soon as I get used
to the school. This is Willy Creeley signing off.

John Roche

"TURKISH DELIGHT"

Out of the doorway
she comes towards me

out of the smoke
exhaling a scene from a village

(Turkey or some Arabian Nights blend of
[images and

scents and exotic motifs)

But it's only
to get the check

then she leaves, returns to empty the garbage
from the night's feasts

Nevertheless
smile she slowly exudes

when she saw me looking
beyond, yet so

at her
the smoke around but

soon gone
any instant we have

love
any American night

and breathe in now out
into
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I Is Another: Dissipative
Structure

Anne Waldman

I am personally interested in extending the
written poem or writing off the page into a ritual
vocalization & event. So that "I" is no longer a
personal "I." I enter with my voice & with my
body the field of the poem, the poem which in
turn has manifested out of my body & voice.
There is a reciprocity of energy involved.
Sometimes as I create the poem I dance it. Then
it takes shape on the page, at first chaotically -
often like graph, script for speech & action, like
dream writing, hypnagogic writing. I feel it
come on through pulse (heart). It might come as
empathetic experience with some thing or being.
I feel linked to those shaman-dancers in the
Paleolithic who identified themselves meta-
physically with the untamed creatures which
were their sustenance, who were inspiration and
who seemed with their various qualities to mirror
back aspects of themselves. One back then did
summon the beasts for food. One needs now to
summon their energies for sustenance, to honor
the energies as sustenance. Gregory Corso once
spoke of poetry as "animalized spirit." He
meant by that I think a conjuring of senses into
language, which also suggests a process, meta-
morphoses. In an interview I did with Ted
Berrigan at Naropa in 1978, Ted said: "What we
do is inform the world now by existing in it, and
not by our poems, but by the writing of them.
It's necessary for all people to write poems to
propitiate the gods. The lack of writing them
calls down the mild and modest anger of the
gods."

We get to "to enact a feat or role before an
audience" as a definition for "performance," a
word I haven't been comfortable with insomuch
as it suggests rehearsal, memorization, props. I
prefer the Sanskrit word "siddhi" in the sense of
accomplishment, or mastery of a particular type
of energy-wisdom. Instead of anger one re-
ceives the "adisthanas" or showers of blessings
of the deities. In fact one becomes the deities in
their peaceful or wrathful aspects & all that lies
between. And works them for the benefit of
others. So the sense of "performance" as enact-
ment works. And as Charles Olson said, "There
is only one thing you can do about the kinetic,
reenact it"; and, "Art does not seek to describe
but to enact."

When one is actually inside the work like this,
one is touching into the chaos, crossing the
limen or threshold, yet maintaining a balance
through the forms of articulation: mouthing the
vowels, consonants, attentive to smallest incre-
ments of speech of phones and phonemes which
register in all the parts of our psycho-physical
bodies. Make gestures with speech that ward off
death, honor the earth, encourage someone to
fall in love with you, close down Rocky Flats,
whatever.

As word worker, as "cultural" worker in
Amiri Baraka's sense, I cast my lot with poets
who can trace lineages back to Cafe Voltaire
Zurich 1916 or back to Lesbos in the seventh &
sixth centuries B.C., Lesbos which was the
fountainhead of Greek song. I am drawn to the
view of Sappho as leader & chief personality in
the moisopolon domes, a house of those who
cultivated the Muses. What interests me is the
notion of poetry & song being linked to commu-

nal ceremonies celebrating Artemis & Aphro-
dite. I write & perform with this knowledge,
scant as it is, a version of Sappho's life & work
that activates my own inspiration & power. I
enact a feat or role before the audience. Out of
agonistes, Greek word for actor or contester.
Name your demon, I'll take her on. I was
recently involved in a poetry reading using the
metaphor of the boxing match - The 1989 World
Heavyweight Championship Poetry Bout inTaos,
consisting of 10 rounds of poetry with referee,
ring girl, gong, sweat, trophy, bets, judges and
all. Because of the aspect of battle or competi-
tion, the event became highly participatory. The
audience was free to behave as it might at a
boxing match - by shputing-jeering, spitting,
hissing, booing, whistling. The permission to
do this was built-in. Both Victor Hernandez
Cruz and I pulled out all the stops, egged on by
the fury of the mob & by our own heights of
display & incantation. He blamed the full moon
for my success especially during the ritual en-
actment of my menses dementia poem, "Crack
In The World," but he took everyone to the point
of ecstasy with a spontaneous transformation of
the element word "mud" to "God." It was a
dance of wits, stamina, of energy playing within
and around and for us.

As an artist I am seeking new paradigms. Ilya
Prigogine's theory of dissipative structures at-
tracts me, as it explains irreversible processes in
nature, of movement toward higher & higher
orders of life. He felt that science was ignoring
time essentially, that in Newton's universe time
was considered only in regard to motion, the
trajectory of a moving object. He says there are
many aspects of time: decay, evolution, history,
creation of new forms, new ideas etc. At the
deep level of nature, nothing is fixed. Patterns
are in constant motion. One thinks of Pound's
"luminous details" here, the transcendentals in
an array of facts, capable of giving one sudden
insight "into circumjacent conditions, into their
cause, their effects, into sequence, and law"
(Hugh Kenner). And further Kenner's sense of
luminous details as "patterned integrities": "Like
a slip knot, radioactive substance expends it-
self. Elsewhere patterns weave, unweave,
reweave: light becomes leaf becomes coal
becomes light." Which is beautifully manifest
in Lorine Niedecker:

"The smooth black stone
I picked up in true source park

the leaf beside it
once was stone

Why should we hurry home."
A rock is a closed dance of electrons, yet some

forms in nature are open systems involved in a
continual exchange of energy with the environ-
ment. A town is an open system, in Prigogine's
sense, for example. All living things, too, are
dissipative structures, or open systems. I am a
dissipative structure, a flowing wholeness, highly
organized but always in process. Connections
can only be maintained by a flow of energy, the
system is always in flux. The more coherent the
structure, the more unstable it is. This instabil-
ity is the key to transformation. The dissipation
of energy creates the potential for reordering!
Which is how I feel about this work in extending
the writing back off the page. Poetry is not a
closed system for me personally. The elements
of an old pattern come into a new one to make
new connections. Individuals & societies have
great potential for transformation as well. Life
eats entropy. I am interested in the ability the
dance of language has to change my own con-
sciousness & that of the people around me. I
enact language ritual as open-ended survival.
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Vincent Ferrini
THE ADORATION

You hint at your secrets
I tell you mine
I want what Time & Space are hungry for
the friction they die in being reborn
with the eternal peace of the whole show

& watching

You assault me with your hidden nakedness
& my bells go simmering on a high song

electrical impulses communicating instantaneously
though in separate dominions

your mind is on a voyage into my head
my unknowing in yours arousing & arresting

me in my belfry

a quiet storm is seething between us
the trees are infected, the blackening winds,
the errant skies & what we keep parted

the elements go crazy on
& I am shackling Proteus in my wand

You draw 4 realms of reality
vistas of the organs
the mating soil
the window of Space

& the world behind this one

the schizoids inhabit an imaginary existence
we can follow them
& come back

they cannot
that you are myself I desire the most
that we are really exchanging places
you me, I you, & these 2 or 4
are wandering in the Soul's haunted condition

there you are the me I am divided from
the me outside me in such ravishing beauty
I am beside myself with, sundered in half

why are you here, there, & everywhere
as far away as unfound galaxies
near as the unseen blood of my body
the music of it assailing me

you have my mind, your figure is my theology
when we mix these persons

& pass through
we are free

for each other

One day I will be all your qualities
of astonishing

& the participants
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The Adult Universe
From Jean Baudrillard, In the Shadow of the

Silent Majorities, or, The End of the Social, tr.
Paul Foss, John Johnston and Paul Patton.
Semiotext(e) Foreign Agents Series, 1983 (522
Philosophy Hall, Columbia University, N.Y.,
N.Y. 10027),

"Their bare and lovely bodies sweep, in round
of viscera, of legs
of turned-out hip and glance, bound
each to other, nested eggs
of elements in trance."

Charles Olson, "The Moebius Strip" (1946)

"Le femme aura Gomorrhe et 1'homme aura Sodome."

Alfred de Vigny

"'They shall walk upright on two legs, and if they
continue insolent and won't be quiet, I will split them
again and they shall hop about on a single leg'. Zeus
spoke and cut men in two, like a sorb-apple which is
halved for pickling, or as you might divide an egg with
a hair."

Plato, "The Symposium" (Jowett)

"Thou'rt my Mother from the Womb,
Wife, Sister, Daughter, to the Tomb,
Weaving to Dreams the Sexual strife
And weeping over the Web of Life."

William Blake, For the Sexes: The Gates
of Paradise

"Male rule of the world has its emotional roots in
female rule of early childhood. Man's private ascen-
dancy in his relations with woman, and his public pre-
rogative to represent the common adult will, serve
inexorable needs for mother-raised humans of both
sexes....It does, to be sure, constrict and deform us as in-
dividuals, and allow us as a species to put off the
awareness of communal self-responsibility that could
still save us. Nevertheless, male rule has embodied an
essential human effort, an effort to cope with the emo-
tional problems posed by our long infancy....

This flawed life may yet be capable of outgrowing its
birth defects in time to save itself, and the web of life in
which it is embeded, from extinction....

The male-female collaboration to Keep history mad
has become impossible to sustain...

Without that central feature of our symbiotic gender
arrangement the rest of the arrangement crumbles. So
although we (most of us) hate to let it go, we (all of us)
have really lost it already."

Dorothy Dinnerstein, The Mermaid and The
Minotaur

"Each age unwinds the thread another age had
wound."

W,B.Yeats,A Vision

"Who has a face sees
the world,

but the world
is not

to be borne-"

Anselm Hollo, Pick Up the House

"We are in a universe where there is more and
more information, and less and less meaning....

"The essential thing today is to evaluate this
double challenge - the defiance of meaning by

the masses and their silence (which is not at all
a passive resistance) - and the defiance of mean-
ing which comes from the media and its fascina-
tion. In regard to this challenge all the marginal
and alternative attempts to resuscitate meaning
are secondary ["Desire, reinvented everywhere,
is only the referential of political despair," p. 88,
e.g., "the mad, women, druggies, delinquents,"
p. 72, not to mention the even more popular
issues of ecology, terrorism, health, the home-
less etc.]....

"The process cannot be controlled, for the
media convey the simulation internal to the
system and the simulation destructive of the
system according to a logic that is absolutely
Moebian and circular....

"We are face to face with this system, in a
double situation, an insoluble 'double-bind' ex-
actly like children face to face with the adult uni-
verse. They are simultaneously summoned to
behave like autonomous subjects, responsible,
free, and conscious, and as submissive objects,
inert, obedient, and conforming. The child
resists on all levels, and to a contradictory
demand he also responds with a double strategy.

To the demand to be an object, he opposes all the
practices of disobedience, revolt, emancipa-
tion; in short, a total claim to subjecthood. To
the demand to be a subject, he opposes just as
stubbornly and efficaciously with an object's
resistance, that is to say, in exactly the opposite
manner: infantilism, hyperconformism, a total
dependence, passivity, idiocy. Neither of the
two strategies has more objective value than the
other. The resistance-as-subject is today as
unilaterally valorized and held as positive - just
as in the political sphere only the practices of
liberation, emancipation, expression, and
constitution as a political subject are taken to be
valuable and subversive. But this is to ignore the
equal or perhaps even superior impact, of all the
practices-as-object - which we-bury and forget
under the contemptuous terms of alienation and
passivity....

"The system's current argument is the maxi-
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mization of the word and the maximal produc-
tion of meaning. Thus the strategic resistance is
that of a refusal of meaning and a refusal of the
word - or of the hyperconformist simulation of
the very mechanisms of the system, which is a
form of refusal and of non-reception.

"This is the resistance of the masses: it is
equivalent to sending back to the system its own
logic by doubling it, to reflecting, like a mirror,
meaning without absorbing it....

"All the movements which only bet on libera-
tion, emancipation, the resurrection of the sub-
ject of history, of the group, of speech as a
raising of consciousness, indeed of a 'seizure of
the unconscious' of subjects and of the masses,
do not see that they are acting in accordance with
the system, whose imperative today is the over
production and regeneration of meaning and
speech." [Hence the question Blake would, pose
for Los and Albion's affinity: what is the intent
of the mass, and does this silent majority re-
spond to imagination's intent! That is: is
creative will as Moebian and circular as Baudril-
lard here theorizes its equally invisible (to pan-
optic perspective) functional analogy?]

Suggested Reading: (I) Charles Olson, Causal
Mythology, Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Idiot;
William Blake, Jerusalem. (II) Henri Barbusse,
Under Fire; Marcel Proust, Cities of the Plain;
Antonin Artaud, The Theater and Its Double.

Note 1:
The catastrophic reversal Baudrillard is speci-

fying, from explosion to implosion, the evagi-
nation of the expansive and pervious to the
compacted and dense, returns us to ritual, re-
stored to scale after its long stretch as history
(cf. From Feathers to Iron). The organizing
paradigms Herodotus used to create history, e.g.
the disappearance-of-the-maiden given as "real"
East-West geographic enactment, already had
been de-ritualized by Homer, of course. Now
the transpositions detected by Jane Harrison and
others of the Cambridge School, say, Spartan
Helen (with the Egyptian behind her) to Helen of
Troy, become relevant for the first time since
their discovery at the turn of the century. As
Olson predicted in "Notes on Language and
Theater":

"The real point wld seem to be that our
'tragedies' are just where missionary son
Luce will next week fumble just where they
are: In State and church event, in PUBLIC
ritual practices (to our doom!). They are on
the FRONT PAGES, and real there, not at all
in sad present theater (trying to be like a front
page), or in novels (trying to get to the
galaxies ahead of the gas)." (Cont. next page)

George Tysh
DRESS CODE

The off-screen space of the stockings •
where they surround your toes in shoes
presumed to extend and link a shown
black sheen with the sandalfoot covering
nails glowing red, tensed arch and heel
in this inner language of foot-phrases
the total space (on-screen and off-)
enters then fills vision to be revealed
only later in the sequence of shots or spurts.
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Baudrillard writes:

"It is elsewhere that terrorism wins out....
"Terrorism is not violent in itself; only the

spectacle it unleashes is truly violent. It is our
Theater of Cruelty, the only one that remains to
us, perhaps equal in every respect to that of
Artaud or to that of the Renaissance, and ex-
traordinary in that it brings together the spec-
tacular and the challenge at their highest points.
It is at the same time a model of simulation, a
micro-model flashing with a minimally real
event and a maximal echo chamber, like a
crystal thrown into an unstable solution or an
experimental matrix, an insoluble equation which
makes all the variables appear suddenly. Not a
real event, but a condensed narrative, a flash, a
scenario - that is to say, that which opposes to
every event said to be real the purest form of the
spectacular - and a ritual, or that which, of all
possible events, opposes to the political and
historical model or order the purest symbolic
form of challenge."

In ritual "the stakes are elsewhere," and al-
ways have been, however truncated or flashy,
and only in our "innocence" do we attempt to
"palm off meaning" on a "system which has no
meaning," nor "scruple," as he says, echoing
Kurtz's shock of recognition mApocafypseNow.
Bringing together the same Conradian vocabu-
lary of "crystal" and "extermination," Baudril-
lard concludes:

"Around this tiny point, the whole system of
the real condenses, is tetanized, and launches all
its antibodies...to make the system collapse under
an excess of reality."

In the new logic of error, of fumbling and
bumbling we see on both sides (his example is
Baader vs. the German State), "everyone will
exhaust himself finishing the work, and going to
the end of the truth." This leads, in our case,
apparently to assassination buffs or, Baudrillard
speculates, to "a subtle incitement to self-man-
agement." Let's hope so, for Real content is
always produced, whereas ritual form is simply
a given (repeatedly fixed) response, contrary to
what we are led to believe by the (rich-u-all)
managers of the System. Cf. Jane Ellen Harri-
son, Themis, pp. 42-46.

Note 2 "The Signal of the Morning"
At ten p.m. on August 3rd, with the premier of

ABC's Prime Time Live, we entered a post-
Baudrillard world, the one Gore Vidal referred
to in The Nation, August 7, commenting on
Nightline's Ted Koppel ("currently, the princi-
pal dispenser of the national religion") in his
essay "Cue the Green God, Ted." I would place
the pitch otPTL circa halfway betweenWerworifc
and Running Man, so there is still a little way to
go. But, clearly, here already the commercials
take place in a world more "real" than the
program. Given Gore Vidal's sentimental pre-
fission reality, our Secretary of State couldn't
really complain he'd been had, but I was just a
tad surprised not to see Brinkley's retirement
announced the next day. Today you can quit
anything the same way you can quit smoking, 1
step at a time. Maybe Gore's old money con-
spiracy can account for his bump from a Koppel
cameo last year, but never from PTL, which can
afford to be fearless in its guest list. Roseanne
bit her tongue rather than be anything but sub-
missive before Diane Sawyer, knowing (Rose-
anne Ban is smart, that did come through) that

Voices
(Concluded from p. 16)

A CRITIC: It is supposed that she was the
heroine of one of Faulkner's stories called The
Wild Palms....Anderson divorced Tennessee
Mitchel to marry Faulkner's friend Elizabeth
Frail [1923].

ANDERSON: My own program is laid out.
I'm going to Alabama this winter and paint and
write. If necessary, I'll be an unfaithful husband
to Tennessee and run off into the woods with a
black wench.

Tennessee Claffin Mitchell
THE NATION: The people in the "Spoon

River Anthology" were most of them lacking in
loveliness, but like them and the characters in
"Winesburg, Ohio" Tennessee's clay people
have always been believable.

ANDERSON: She said it came naturally, and
that she thought through her fingers.

THE NATION: The truth about her show at
the Whitney Club is that it had the breath of
everyday American life in it.

ANDERSON: There was in the town [Reno],
at the edge of town, a place into which the
prostitutes had been herded. It was called "the
bull pen," a great enclosure...with a high board

under "neutralization," to use Arakawa's word,
if she had fired a single shot, the only thing shot
down would have been herself.

In the Moebius trance of crystal-like surfaces,
projectiles can only ricochet. Ted himself looked
small and wary in his congratulatory interjec-
tions, even with the protection of prerecorded
tape. The new giant 'fractal' studio monitor
caught every ninth grade nuance of Mike Wal-
lace's son's pained face when he reported in.
The star of the show, Sam, avuncular for the first
time now with Reagan gone, seemed curiously
oblivious to the new Baudrillard foremat, as
though things had always gone along pretty
much like this around here. Hubert Humphery
we hardly knew ye.
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fence, a row of little one room houses along the
fence and a circular sidewalk that went before
the houses.

It was a strangely depressing place and there
were the doctor and myself also walking. We
did not go far.

There was a sudden outcry...It grew in vol-
ume and, presently, the women had come out of
houses and into the streets. They ran to us. They
surrounded the doctor and myself....Although
they did not touch us it was an assault, an assault
of voices, directed not at the doctor, but at
myself.

"Look! Look! A man with a book," they
cried, shouting with laughter. They kept it up
until we had got into the car and had driven
away.

"Look! Look! A man with a book!"

Late Night
(Concluded from p.13)

Exploitation Issue," and inside it contains a
close-up visual transcript of the explosive last
show, billed "Grand Finale."

But the most ambitious and successful story
in the issue is actually a 22-pager titled "Lost
and Found," a candid confessional testament of
the intense comic artist's true-life torments of
absentmindedness. Here, small hangups over
incidentals are seen blowing Pekar's personal
life up into the case-study range hinted at in his
frank self-description, at the outset, as a "com-
pulsive nut."

"Lost and Found" is a good example of Pekar's
faux-naif comic procedures. The story assaults
you frontally with slice-of-life detail and a
disarmingly confidential first person narrative,
but just back of the humdrum action and realist
shtick, you soon get a sense of a conscious artist
pulling the strings.

Reverse-illusion, the deflation of stock sus-
pense, is a common Pekar tactic. Here, when the
neurotic author misplaces a book and his day
collapses like a house of cards around him,
we're given an early, suspense-breaking peek at
the "missing" book—sitting innocently on a
table just beneath the phone that's used by an
unknowing Harvey to frantically phone book-
stores in quest of a replacement volume.

Another Pekar trademark is the anticlimactic,
non-sequitur-ish flat ending. My favorite Pekar
ending is one in which, at the conclusion of an
agonizingly bad day, our hero quietly exults
over a fresh loaf of bread as he brings it home
from the store. "Pre-Dawn Ride," in this issue,
ends on a similar moment of unexpected quiet
revelation, with the source of joy this time a
sunrise glimpsed from an airport parking lot.
And "Lost and Found," too, closes on a grace
note of reconciliation and acknowledgment—in
the forgiveness of one's own eccentricity with-
out self-consciousness or judgment—that has
the calm equilibrium and unaffected dignity
Harvey Pekar's work projects at its best.

NEXT intent
Solstice: aliens & alienation

Spring: heaven



intent.
Notes on "The Kingfishers"
(concluded from Intent. Vol. 1 No. 2)

Ralph Maud

a scarlet coat
In his review "Captain John Smith," pub-

lished in Black Mountain Review 1 (Spring
1954), written the previous December, Olson
refers to the Virginia Company sending New-
port out "with orders to dress Powhatan in a
scarlet coat (that early, the English, were play-
ing that game) when Smith knew the thing was
to get corn out of Powhatan, not give him
blague, not keep hoping for a lump of gold"
(Human Universe p. 133).

Section 4

Not one death but many
"But we ridiculously fear one death, although

we have already died, and are still dying, so
many"--Plutarch's Morals, chapter XVIII, "On
the E at Delphi." Most of section 4 of the poem
comes from this short chapter:

"For we ourselves have in reality no part in
existence; for all mortal nature being in a state
between birth and dissolution, presents no more
than an illusion, and a semblance, shapeless and
unstable of itself, and if you will closely apply
your thought, out of the wish to seize hold of the
idea, just as the too strong grasping at water
when it is pressed together and condensed, loses
it, for it slips through your fingers, in the same
way Reason, in pursuing after the appearances,
so extremely clear as they look, of each one of
the conditions of life as they pass along, misses
its aim; impinging on the one side against its
coming into existence, on the other, against its
going out; without ever laying hold upon it as a
permanent thing, or as being in reality a power.
It is not possible, according to Heraclitus, to step
into the same river twice; neither is it to lay hold
of mortal life twice, in the same condition; but
by reason of the suddenness and speed of its
mutation, it disperses and again brings together,
or rather, neither again nor afterwards, but at
one and the same time it subsists and it comes to
an end; it approaches and it departs, wherefore
it never ripens that of it which is born into actual
being, by reason that Birth doth never cease nor
stand still, but transforms; and out of the seed
makes the embryo, then the child, then the
youth, young man, full-grown man, elderly man,
old man - obliterating the former growths and
ages by those growing up over them. But we
ridiculously fear one death, although we have
already died, and are still dying, so many; for not
only, as Heraclitus says, 'When fire dies is the
birth of air, and when air dies is the birth of
water,' but still more plainly may you see it from
ourselves: the full-grown man perishes when
the old man is produced, the youth had before
perished into the full-grown man, and the child
into the youth, the infant into the child; and the
'yesterday' had died into the 'to-day,' and the
'to-day' is dying into the *to-morrow,' and no
one remains, nor is one, but we grow up many
around one appearance and common model,
whilst matter revolves around and slips away.
Else how is it, if we remain the same, that we
take pleasure in some things now, in different
things before; we love contrary objects, we

admire and find fault with them, we use other
words, feel other passions; not having either
appearance, figure, nor disposition the same as
before? To be in different states, without a
change, is not a possible thing, and he that is
changed is not the same person; but if he is not
the same, he does not exist...this very thing (the
change) he changes - growing one different
person out of another; but Sense, through igno-
rance of reality, falsely pronounces that what
appears exists."

the message
The few lines of section 4 not drawn from

Plutarch's discussion of "What is Man?" are
taken from what was in 1949 the most recent
book on the topic, Norbert Wiener's Cybernet-
ics: or, Control and Communication in the
Animal and the Machine (1948), available to
Olson even before publication in galley proofs,
through Natasha Goldowski at Black Mountain
College. The concept of "feed-back" comes
from mis volume, and also the technical defini-
tion of "a message": "The message is a discrete
or continuous sequence of measurable events
distributed in time" (p.8).

Part II

the Mongolian louse
Olson draws here on the appendix to William

H. Prescott's History of the Conquest of Mexico
(Aztec edition, 1873), "Origin of the Mexican
Civilization-Analogies with the Old World."
With "the Mongolian louse" itself, Olson is
adding more recent evidence for the Asiatic
origin of the American Indian, this taken not
from any printed source but from a lecture by
Professor Frederick Merk at Harvard. Olson
took "History 62 The Westward Movement"
from Merk in 1937-38. Under the heading
"Evidences of Indians coming from the Mon-
goloid branch," Merk cited "similarities in para-
sites that prey upon them—Mongolian louse on
pre-1492 Peru mummies."*

my guide
Presumably Dante—Olson wrote to Monroe

Engel for The Portable Dante on 11 May 1948.
There the sempiternal rose, made up of the
concentric thrones of the angels, is called "yel-
low" on p. 527.

one healed
Cabeza de Vaca. "1528 he sets his foot on

Florida and starts his passage of eight years
west, the first man to cross from coast to
coast...He managed it by an amazing associa-
tion with the indians, first as their slave, then as
miracle-working medicine man" - OLSON 5,
pp. 27-28. Cabeza de Vaca was to have figured
prominently in the proposed book Red, White
and Black, and in the "Proteus" epic, from
which "The Kingfishers" came.

Part III

next of kin
. In trying to sort out his affinities, Olson is
here echoing a conclusion he came to in a May
1948 typescript, "Notes for the Proposition:
Man is Prospective" (published in the Olson
tssae of Boundary 2): "My own impression is,
that neither Eliot, or Joyce lea~d anywhere but
that Pound's prose...1928 on...is the most im-
portant prose in the language and has as many
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prospective possibilities as all are agreed his
verse and critique had from 1910 to 1928" (pp.
5-6).

what was slain in the sun
Olson is translating the lines from Rimbaud's

Un saison en enfer he has quoted, and finding a
counterpart to them for himself as an American,
separated as he is from Rimbaud by an ocean,
courage, and age.

honey/where maggots are?
Olson is asking himself how he can accom-

plish anything positive in the midst of present
degradation, the result of violent origins. Using
a common Biblical image, he is asking himself
if it is possible to be a poet. The allusion to the
opening lines of the Pisan Cantos is inescap-
able: "That maggots shd / eat the dead bullock."
But Pound is referring to Mussolini in sorrow,
whereas for Olson, an anti-fascist, he would
represent the carcass of rotten Western civiliza-
tion. Is it possible to make poetry out of that?
(The question may be to Pound, as well as to
himself.) In any event, he will "hunt among
stones," become, in the striking phrase he coined
in 1952, "an archaeologist of morning."

An early draft of the poem had, in place of
these last three lines as published, a decisively
positive ending, reintroducing the "healer,"
Cabeza de Vaca: "I invoke one man, he who was
shipwrecked on this shore / lost Europe's clothes,
was naked how many winters, / lived on shell-
fish, was lacerated feet and skin, was slave, /
first trader, learned what tribes these were,
walked, / walked, found deer skin, clothed
himself, walked / as the doe walks, white man,
white / a second time / a second time, and he
only, of all, no one else, reborn!"

The poem as revised left rebirth as an almost
imperceptible implication. "I hunt among
stones"—that there is no period to the poem may
be a small hint of some future success. At this
time Olson did not know, of course, that he
would soon be able literally to hunt among the
stones of Mayan Yucatan and record those five
months, February-June 1951, with great af-
firmation in Mayan Letters (1953).

'This quotation is from class-notes made by
Joseph C. Borden when he took Merk's course
in 1930, reproduced in Merk and Olson, ed.
Ralph Maud, 1970.

Kenneth Warren
PlAGIOCLASE

When you act your age with a bullet
Fever and breathless emotion may be strung
Through stacks of shellac that whiten
The meaning of contentment with ashes.

Loons, owlets and pigs may perish
In the name of a bird dog that barks
Anew beside you, bending and shaping
The chords of your casio to its heat.

When the tangling instrument moves
Your spectre on crystals, you'll grasp then
Which finger, if put upon the clock, might do
For rock what Zukofsky did to measure Bach.



intent.
As Far Up South As You Can
Get

Charles Palau

Henry Threadgill is a writer of music, a
bandleader and very much a player of music. He
was a part of the Association for the Advance-
ment of Creative Musicians, the AACM, in the
sixties. During that period he formed ^
the group named Air with Fred
Hopkins and Steve McCall.

In the winter of 19791 was living
in Boulder with the writer Andrew
Levy from Indiana. We used to sit
after dinner and negotiate what would
go on the turntable that night. I
almost always would want Monk
and Andrew would almost always
want Air. There was much Air in the
air of the house that year.

In December of 1980 the .22 cali-
ber killer stalked the streets of mid-
town Manhattan. The Henry
Threadgill Sextet, actually a band of
seven but called a sextet because it is
scored for six, was to play at a loft on
West Thirty First St. The streets of
midtown were cold and freaky with
fear. I arrived at the loft some three
hours early. The band was there and
a few friends; I was greeted warmly
and encouraged to stay, how did I
find out about it etc.

Threadgill led the rehearsal. There
were two drummers even then, a
cellist, Craig Harris on trombone,
I'm not sure who else so I won't
guess. It was loose, everyone
warmed up, loosened up and they
played a few things. It was hard to
tell then as it is now what was scored
and what was not. Toward the end
Threadgill took out his alto and
played. I heard a sound so big and
clear and strong I can't describe it.
Let us not forget that Chicago is in
the midwest and what sense of space
and qualities of projection that might
allow for a town Threadgill says is
as far up south as you can get! The
sound was big, strong and wide open,
startlingly so. It was hard blowing,
it was big and it wasn't raspy. There
was blues - it was vocal.

The people came and the band
played to them. The writing is lyri-
cal and it is funny. I do not want to V
categorize this band then or now but
still I believe that anything avant-garde requires
a sense of humor. A sense of history, a sense of
lyric and a sense of humor are never far when
ThreadgilFs reed or pen is wet.

The bassman, Fred Hopkins, too, is very
funny. For instance, when I spoke to him last
summer at the Village Vanguard I said that
when he was 'in', the band was 'in' and that
when he was 'out', the band was 'out'. At this
he laughed, though not in total ease, and agreed.

The Sextet has as its ancestors the marching
bands of New Orleans. Like them, it has no
piano. It is a marching band that has a peg-leg
member and no less of a swagger for it. The
band has much more in its book now that is lush

but it hasn't lost its swagger on the funky gait it
owes to its peg-leg member.

All albums by this band are worth having,
though none are finer than its last two on NOVUS:
Easily Slip Into Another World and Bush Rag
and All. From the opening of 'I can't wait till I
get home' to the close of 'Sweet Holy Rag' this
is music to wakeup with. The wake up call it
gives you will help you hear it. Turn it up! The
neighbors can handle it - you underestimate
them. Tell me 'Spotted Dick is Pudding' isn't

Amiri Baraka
JARMAN SATO, "Om WHOLE UNIVERSE is GENERATED BY A RHYTHM"

Is Dualism, the shadow inserted
for the northern trip, as the northern
trip, minstrels of the farther land,
the sun, in one place, ourselves, somewhere
else. The Universe
is the rhythm
there is no on looker, no outside
no other than the real, the universe
is rhythm, and whatever is only is as
swinging. All that is is funky, the bubbles
in the monsters brain, are hitting it too.
but the circles look like
swastikas, the square is thus
explained, but the nazis had dances, and even some of the
victims would tell you that.

There is no such thing as "our
universe", only degrees of the swinging, what
does not swing is nothing, and nothing swings
when it wants to. The desire alone is funky
and it is this heat Louis Armstrong scatted in.

What is not funky is psychological, metaphysical
is the religion of squares, pretending no one
is anywhere.
Everything gets hot, it is hot now, nothing cold exists
and cold, is the theoretical line the pretended boundary
where your eye and hand disappear into desire.

Dualism is a quiet camp near the outer edge of the forest,
there the inmates worship money and violence, they are
learning right now to sing, let us join them for a moment
and listen. Do not laugh, whatever you do.

great. I found out it means just what it says.
That's true right through. You owe it to yrself
to check it out. Thanks Andy!

Sun Ra at du Maurier

Kevin Doyle

Fragmente

"Alle Methode ist Rhythmus:
hat man den Rhythmus der Welt weg,
so hat man auch die Welt weg."

—Novalis

The ride to Toronto seemed quick until just
outside of town, when the traffic made the last
few kilometers longer than the whole rest of the
trip. Warps in space/time are very appropriate

^ to Sun Ra's Omniverse Ultra-
jazz 21st Century Arkestra. The
Arkestra is meant as a vessel
(ark) to transport, through per-
formance, those present. Color-
ful robes and headdresses are
the uniforms of this futuristic
ship's crew, some of whom have
played and even lived together
for upwards of 25 years.

It is clear that the Arkestra
is well-versed in jazz past, pres-
ent, and future, from Congo
Square to avant free. Altosaxist
Marshall Allen was featured on
some classic and familiar tunes,
including a beautifully rendered
"When You Wish upon a Star"
and a version of "Prelude to a
Kiss" reminiscent of Johnny
Hodges. Included were origi-
nals like "Sunset on the Nile"
and "I Dream too Much" with a
smattering of Sun Ra's arcane
doctrine recited in call and re-
sponse with the band. His solo
piano rendition of "Over the
Rainbow" showed a mastery of
the instrument in the tradition of
Ellington, Monk, and Cecil
Taylor.

Tenor saxist John Gilmore
was impressive throughout,

he has returned to form from an
illness which had restricted his
activities. Buffalonian Juni
Booth navigated the bass. With
his experience in free and tradi-
tional forms he provided a solid
foundation and showed flashes
of excellence in a few short solo
spots.

The show, though centered
around music, takes on the air of
an extravaganza, with a contor-
tionist/genie, dancer, acrobat,
and a Capoeira demonstration
(African, South American self-
defense/freedom dance). See-

ing the Arkestra live is an incomparable experi-
ence. Some shows go 3 1/2 hours without a
break. In fact, the circus-like atmosphere pro-
vides an escape from the predictable concert
setting in which members of the audience are
but passive onlookers. As Sun Ra said, "I use
my music as a sound bridge...across the void.
This is something more than psychic, more than
spiritual. I call it spirit-sound."

We in Buffalo won't need to wait for the 21st
century to hear the Arkestra. Hallwalls will be
bringing Sun Ra here sometime next year. For
those new to the "heliocentric worlds" it's an
experience not to be missed.
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Tivland
Charles Keil

During fieldwork among the Tiv
(1965-67) I spent many moonlit nights
listening to elders amuse the chil-
dren with stories that usually in-
volved a simple call/response song
or two for group participation. As
my grasp of Tiv language improved
or as I read an expert translation of
a tale I'd recorded, sometimes my
jaw would drop at the sexual candor
and the imagination applied toper-
sonifying the genitalia and giving
them such rich dialogue. In one tale,
with my all-time favorite title "The
Clitoris and the Eggplants," Clit's
arrival on the scene is always ac-
companied by thunder and lightning;
her appetite for eggplants is inex-
haustible, and what she says to the
farmer probably can't be translated.
When I included a few of these tales
- and the tamer ones at that - in my
book Tiv Song, a British reviewer
complained that it was in poor taste
and "ethnopornographic." In
Tivland, of course, prudery, censor-
ship and bowdlerizing are hard to
find and children of all ages enjoy
listening, singing, taking bit parts in
stories of all lands (about one tale in
five has intercourse as a theme) as
they are performed.

As my children were growing up
in Buffalo I would tell them Tiv tales
as a part of their "sex education"
and they enjoyed this one alot, espe-
cially die song. At the time it was
originally told my wife and I enjoyed
the punchline delivered by i

the circle. This story w

Bill Berkson
ROY ELDRIDGE, LITTLE JAZZ

A fake ID won't get you
into the Metropole.

That epithetical "little" must've
implied something synecdochial
together with an downright
shortness.

Eldrldge was a quintessence:
as Billy Teraent says,
"the guy who could squeeze
anything out of a trumpet."

His playing contains no stunts or slurs.
Each bitten phrase is meted out with specific dignity,
matched to the man's compact decorum.
Where the trumpet blares, architectonic soarings —

the high notes, those saturated chomps and splays, occasioned
(in Kenny Clarke, for one) a concomitant reach in rhythm
(the high-hat cymbal
rose in prominence) --

with an aspiration like of the Chrysler Building
pierce the night air.

[The Metropole, of course, is where R.E. played "All Star"
sessions during the '50s - I used to stand outside (under
age), listen & watch under the marquee. - bb]

' someone
in the circle. This story was tran-
scribed and translated by Raymond Loho Ityo
Ashibi.

had bathed that they would go out and reaffix
their vaginas on.

So one day as the women went to the stream
Mine is that women in past times did not have and they were bathing, they pulled their vaginas

fixed vaginas. When they go to the stream, on and put them on the sunny bank before they went
arriving, they would pull their vaginas and put
them far up on the land. It wasn't until after they

j*~—' —^ ^^

Jeff Gburek

after Tina Posner

Fell from the swing
where & what one is, fullcrumbed
sandheap, mizzenmost
ash

Fled along the rungs unknowing
eyes of seepage
eyes of cloud

Eyes of forgot not dustblooms
capering

And no one, none, on high
put me on

and put them on the sunny bank before they went
to bathe. Then a monkey came and sat on top of
a tree and he would wave his hand to a woman.
When she turns he would hold his penis and
opening it would request the woman to give him
her vagina. The woman would only say, "Look
at this monkey! Give my vagina to a monkey?"
The monkey would sit there humping again and
again and all the women would break into laugh-
ter.

On another day they went and they were
bathing, so one of the women pulled another fat
vagina and laid it on a rock. The monkey gave
out a hungry eye and looked at it. While the
women were bathing down the stream the
monkey came down from the tree very quickly
and picked up the vagina. Before the women
could rush out he had climbed up the tree with it.
He then held out the vagina and he directed it to
the women and he started saying:

Leader: Princess, see your vagina!
Jagher jagh ku jagh jagh!

Chorus: Jagh! Jagh!
Leader: Ku jegh, Ku jegh jegh!
Chorus: Jegh! Jegh!
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Leader: Jagh ku jagh ku jagh!
Chorus: Jagh! Jagh!
Leader: Ku jegh, Ku jegh jegh!
Chorus: Jeghjegh!
The Princess covered her head

with her hand and started crying.
She would say that everyone should
see how the monkey was using her
vagina.

Then the monkey would say:
Leader: Princess, see your

vagina!
Jaghera ku ja uja!

Chorus: Jagh! Jagh!
((song continues with lots of repe-

titions)
She would stand under the tree

begging the monkey. She begged
the monkey to give her the thing
back. But when she would say this
the monkey would move again into
the branches and start up his song,
(song again with many repetitions)

She was really highly indignant
and they went home and told the
Chief. "The women have gone to
the stream and as they put their
vaginas on the bank and were bath-
ing a monkey came and stole it
away and he is not really knowing
how to screw it properly." The
Chief cried out: "What? My daugh-
ter?" They said, "Yes." Then the
Chief took up his gun and when he
reached there he asked where the
monkey was.

Immediately on seeing the Chief
the monkey took up the vagina
again and set it on his penis shout-
ing out:

Leader: Princess, see your va-
gina!

X (song with repetitions)
The Chief then aimed his gun at

the monkey and with a click from
the trigger, bang, the monkey was on the ground
with the vagina which fell on a rock and got
broken into pieces. Then the women rushed and
those who went there in time had large pieces, so
huge as that, but to those who were late, they
managed to get only little pieces to paste on.

Bystander: Charlie's wife also took a large
one. (laughter)

Storyteller: That is its end.

Cid Gorman

I, the people, and
all creature, and earth
and every star

and air - whatever
air occur - past and
present and future -

in communion bound -
are pledged beyond all
promise to this breath.
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The Sun's Light when he unfolds it V.
Depends on the Organ that beholds it.

What are these?

Alas! the Female Martyr,
Is She also the Divine Image?
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